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HDS-USA member Mike DeGruy in a French Lama 
helmet in the Red Sea. The resurrection of the Lama is 
covered on page 19. Photo by kind permission of 
Georgette Douwma ©2001. gdouwma@aol.com 
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Editorial 
Welcome to the premiere issue of 2001. We are back from the year's first major dive meetings at Underwater 
Intervention and DEMA where we were happy to hear how much attendees like Historical Diver Magazine. The 
quarterly grind to put the magazine out does not have too many rewards other than the satisfaction of completing an 
issue that usually has some never-before-published article of research into diving history. Our rewards come in the 
form of meeting members who enjoy reading the magazine. 
As we continue to grow we must adjust to various changes and meet new challenges. We are sad to report that 
Bonnie Cardone is leaving our ranks, as Bonnie's "Women Pioneers in Diving" column has been with us since the first 
issue. Bonnie has accepted a "paying" position with another publication and her interests have broadened away from 
the diving industry. We wish her well on her new adventure and are pleased she is able to stay on as a Director of the 
Society. 
Although Bonnie will no longer be writing for us, we are adding three new columns. The first is "Diving 
History from the Files of E.R. Cross." Over the years Cross gave me many of his files that he no longer required. We 
will publish items of diving history from Cross's files in this column. Dick Anderson's presentation at the HDS-USA 
2000 Banquet last October was deemed by some to be "unforgetable." For those that missed it, we are publishing a 
written version of one of Dick's stories as an introduction to his new column, "Anderson's Tales." The column will 
focus on Dick's involvement in diving from the 1950's onwards. The third new column is WWW.HDS.ORG by web 
master Russell Potocki. Russell will keep us up to date with changes and additions to our web site. 
This issue is also the first under our new sponsorship program and we thank all of our sponsors from the 2000 
program for continuing their commitment in 2001. We also have the pleasure of welcoming our new sponsors: AQUA 
LUNG, FORCE FINS, SCUBALUX, PROTECO SUB of Italy, MAR-VEL and MORSE. 
We thank these sponsors for their commitment to preserving our diving history. Please take a moment to familiar-
ize yourself with these Sponsor companies, for without their support this magazine would not exist. 
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AQUA 
Proudly supporting the Historical Diving Society 
WWW.AQUALUNG.COM 
Leslie Leaney 
Editor 
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Advisory Board Members Honored by The Explorers Club 
Dr. Sylvia Earle congratulates 
David Doubilet on his award 
HDS-USA Advisory Board members 
Phil Nuytten and Sir John Rawlins 
Jean-Michel Cousteau and 
Rear Admiral Evelyn Fields. 
Russia's Anatoly Sagalevitch 
with Krov Menuhin 
"Heroes in a room crawling with heroes" is how Master of Ceremonies Sylvia Earle described the throng of divers 
gathered to honor the recipients of The Explorers Club Lowell Thomas Awards in New York. And she was right. 
Seldom, if ever, had there been such a gathering of diving's leaders from various fields of undersea endeavor. Held at 
the stately University Club on November 27, 2000, the seventh "Lowell" Awards dinner drew a capacity crowd and 
was sold out weeks in advance. 
Of the 12 Awards being presented, four went to HDS Advisory Board members: Jean-Michel Cousteau, Phil 
Nuytten, Sir John Rawlins and Andreas Rechnitzer. Other recipients were Rita R. Colwell, David Doubilet, Rear 
Admiral Evelyn Fields, Capt. Alfred S. McLaren USN (Rtd), Anatoly Sagalevitch, Larry Shumaker, "Teddy" Tucker 
and Ralph White, many of who are HDS members. 
Dinner Chairman Captain Stephen Nagiewicz opened the evening by welcoming everyone lucky enough to get a 
ticket and Explorers Club President Faanya Rose gave some background to the Lowell Thomas Awards. The evening's 
Keynote Address was delivered with great humor by author Clive Cussler who, among numerous other things, noted 
HDS member Ralph Wilbanks' contributions in locating and securing the recently raised HuNLEY. 
The evening's guests represented a wide array of diving technology and included Don Walsh, Stan Waterman, 
Peter Benchley, William Allen, Charles Brush, James Cameron, Emory Kristof, Reeve Lindberg, John Loret, Krov 
Menuhin, Dr. Peter Bennett, Ross Saxon, Cathy Church, Herb Rafael, Dan Orr, Richard Frieberg, Rick and Susan 
Sammon, Bernie Chowdry, Harry Shanks and many others. 
The event was sponsored by Rolex Watch USA, Inc. For fuller information on The Explorers Club visit 
www.explorers.org or phone 212-628-8383. Text and photos by the Editor. 
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In The Mail 
Roger Revelle 
In Leslie Leaney's tribute to E.R. Cross (Historical 
Diver Vol. 8 #4), mention is made of Roger Revelle's re-
lationship with Cross during and after the Navy's 1946 
nuclear weapons test, Operation Crossroads. "Sometime 
later," Leaney writes, "Revelle held a staff position at 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography." 
Allow me to elaborate. Roger Revelle first arrived at 
Scripps as a graduate student in 1931, and remained af-
filiated with the institution until his death in 1991 at the 
age of 82. He was director between 1950 and 1961, pre-
siding over the institution's first great period of expansion 
and influence. In many respects, Revelle more completely 
personified Scripps than any other individual in the 
institution's nearly 100-year history. We still miss him, as 
we will now miss Cross. 
For more information on Revelle, Operation Cross-
roads, the Scripps diving program, and the history of the 
institution, contact Joe Hlebica at 858/534-8127 or 
jhlebica@ sio. ucsd.edu 
Joe Hlebica, Scripps Institution of Oceanography 
E.R. Cross 
I was so very sorry to hear about E.R. Cross' last but very 
successful dive to a better place. Mr. Cross was a very 
good man who will be very much missed. 
Richard Hay-Chapman, California 
(Ed. Mr. Hay-Chapman was a Sparling graduate in the 
same "50 Fathom Class" as Murray Black and John 
Galetti.) 
Nautiek 
Compliments from Holland on the latest issue of Histori-
cal Diver! In our advertisement you missed mentioning 
our E-mail address which is nautiek@wxs.nl and our 
website address at www.nautiekdiving.nl. We are sending 
HDS-USA a complimentary statue of a Rouquayrol 
Denayrouze helmet diver for your 2001 raffle. We now 
have the new DEEPSEA Lightweight helmets from Beat 
Engel and they are listed here under "Special Products." 
Best regards, 
Jan de Groot, Holland 
Ed. Thanks Jan. Sorry about the omissions which we have 
corrected in this issue. Thank you very much for the mar-
velous statue which has arrived and will be part of our 
2001 raffle. 
Heavy Gear in Pacific North West 
Are there any groups diving heavy gear in the Pacific North 
West? I'd like to get involved. 
Dave at typhoondiving@home.com 
Ed. Can anyone around this area help Dave? 
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Ohio River diver Delps 
I am searching for any bio information on a blind heavy 
gear diver named Delps who was working the Ohio River 
in the 1950's. Any help will be greatly appreciated and 
rewarded with a nice diving book. 
Jeff Dennis 
Jeff Dennis Books, 1284 Meredith Way, Carmichael, CA 
95608, phone 916-972-17 42 
USN inspectors Anchor 
I am searching for any information on the "US anchor" 
stamp or inspector's mark that appears on some Navy Mark 
V gear. Was it used all the time on all USN gear or only 
during WWII? 
JS91199@ aol.com or reply to the editor. 
Soviet Submarine Kursk 
For an up-to-date look at the Kursk submarine from a sub-
mersible try http://www.kurskfoundation.org/ 
frontpage.html#Front%20P. The Kursk Foundation (ac-
cording to its Website) has been founded to minimize dam-
age to the environment by the Kursk. Regardless of its 
aims, announced or not, there are lots of pictures on this 
site that will mean lots to any submariner. 
Andreas Rechnitzer, via Email 
Pearl Diving in the Gulf of California circa 1615 
I am searching for background information on Spanish 
pearl diving operations in the Gulf of California in the 
mid-1600's by captains Juan de Iturbe and Nicholas de 
Cardona. These captains had negro slaves pearl diving for 
them and I would appreciate any information that mem-
bers can provide on this subject. 
Luann Pfost at isayhello2u@hotmail.com 
HDS 2000 RAFFLE WINNERS 
The HDS 2000 raffle was drawn at DEMA by various 
members including Nick learn, Giancarlo Bartoli, 'Tex' 
Kleeman and Connie Morgan. 
The winners were as follows: 
Viper Red Superlite 17K- James Bell 
Limited Edition Galeazzi Knife- Barry Bush 
John Steel Artist Proof Print- Gene Webb 
Vintage Dacor Double Hose regulator- Jim Biro 
175th Anniversary Siebe Gorman print- Joyce Schaub 
Signed books from the library of E.R. Cross - Chris 
Napier 
Signed Hans Hass book- Joey Corbin 
Congratulations to all of them. 
Another unique HDS Raffle is being organized for 2001 
with the popular USN Mark V helmet as the top prize. 
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In The News 
COUSTEAU AND MORGAN TOGETHER 
The most famous name in self-contained recreational div-
ing is joining the most famous name in surface supplied 
commercial diving in a venture that promises to produce 
some revolutionary diving equipment. HDS Advisory 
Board members Jean-Michel Cousteau and Bev Morgan 
unveiled their premier piece of equipment at DEMA. 
Called the Jean-Michel Cousteau Super Mask, it is a full 
face mask with a detachable regulator pod. More infor-
mation will be available in the near future. 
E.R.CROSS 
In Volume 8 issue 4, we omitted to date the Walking Un-
der Water article by E.R. Cross. It was from the July 1949 
issue of Popular Science. 
HEAVY GEAR WORKSHOP 
Bob Kirby amd Bob Christiansen are among the instruc-
tors for a heavy gear workshop being held at Santa Bar-
bara City College on July 13-15, 2001. For more details 
refer to the Classic Diving section. 
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CABIROL EXHIBITION 
French members Philippe Damon and Jacques Juban in-
form us that there will be an exhibition featuring the work 
of 19th century diving equipment manufacturer Joseph 
Martin Cabirol at Dinard in Britanny from May 5-7. In-
cluded in the exhibition will be a Cabirol helmet, pump, 
knives, artifacts from the factory in Paris, plaster death 
mask, and some rare documents. Philippe also tells us he 
has information about Cabirol making a diving suit in 
1839, which is somewhat earlier than established docu-
ments record. Siebe Gorman and Draeger equipment will 
also be on display. For information on the exhibition con-
tact Segolene le Chavalier at sego_lc@yahoo.com or 
www.mairie. wanadoo.fr/dinard 
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Ne" i\lemhers The Board of Directors of the HDSUSA, HDSASEAP and HDS CANADA wish to extend their 
thanks to the following new members for their support, and welcome them to the Society. 
John Salsburg, U K 
William J. Lutz 
Steve J. Pal 
Kirk Newmann 
Roger Rouleau 
Bill Kurka 
Dick Lake 
David M. Rubin 
Martin F. Quinn 
Sean Geist 
Jerry Takacs 
Carl Peterson 
John Skelton 
Bob Wohlers 
Richard F. Wiebe 
Don W. Thompson 
Steve Rebuck 
Vance Carriere 
Don L. Hedges 
Alan J. Randisi 
Rick W. Ryan 
Jim L. Pride 
Karl Van Buskirk 
Paul Stokes 
Bobbye Smith 
Patty Harris 
Todd Hancock 
Mary Ann Pohl 
Robert E. Weathers 
James F.L. Jacobs MD 
John A. Ziegler 
Kenneth E. Cross 
Don Hibbs 
Robert Paulson 
George S. Coleman 
Robert H. Wilson Jr. 
Glen L. Campbell 
Jean-Marc G. Bouilly, France 
Ken Locklear 
Henri Delauze, France 
Robert Stenuit Belgium 
Abdul Rahim Bin Amat, 
Singapore 
Steve Kosier 
Mike Fassler 
Art B. Cohn 
Pierre Le Fevre, Canada 
William K. Chadwick 
Gary McGonagle 
Pamela Barnett 
Michael B. Landkamer 
Denise Monk 
Don Lambert 
David Howard 
John Tobin 
Mike Thornton 
Mike Kelly, Singapore 
David P. Mitchell 
Brian Abbott 
Ron Dougherty 
Dennis R. Camp 
Avi N. Phillips 
Tim Holcombe 
Lee Bailey-Seiler 
Kathleen Morgan & Scott Fritz 
Tom Henke 
Dave Baice 
Michael Powell 
John Boll 
Alex Fitch 
Kevin Sweatt 
Ken Rymal 
Matt Kisler 
Dave Swanson 
Steven J. Thacker 
Owen Hecht 
William E. Adams Jr. 
Dominic Del Rosso 
Bonnie & Doug Toth 
Ron Yanega 
Michael Horton 
Richard Norris 
John Langella 
Andrew Trent 
Luke Clyburn & Kathy Trax 
Christopher Rigaud 
Christopher Chin 
Susan Albright 
Bill Hamilton 
Treasure Divers of Miami 
LONE STAR SCUBA 
Gian Luigi Sacco, Italy 
Don Sutton 
Bill Childers 
Randy Swift 
Lynn Funkhouser 
S.mt.l H.u·h.lr.l .\Llritimc ,\luscum is plc.1scd to he a sponsor 
of Hist01·iml Dii'LT ,Ha!]tJ:::.inc 
PoiNT YoURSELF 
IN OUR 
DIRECTION 
Come discwer the 
St~nm Bt~rbartJ Msritime 
Museum & Shop. 
Now open with interactive fun 
for the whole fomily. 
Santa Barbara 
Maritime Museum 
113 HARBOR WAY INFO: (805) 965-8864 
Tim Adams 
Chuck Simpson 
Sid Wise 
Robert Arnett 
Michael L. Stearns 
Capt. Jim Mims 
R. J. Steckel 
Brad Barousse 
Claudio Couto Reis, Brazil 
David Fenton 
Martin D. Jessen 
Joselyn Belkin 
Carol Rose 
John Lukins, Australia 
John Rudge, Australia 
John Vanderleest, Australia 
Bill Hunt, Australia 
David Smart, Australia 
Borneo Divers, Borneo 
Nicholas Murphy, Australia 
Jim Philips, Australia 
Debbie Williams, Australia 
CABA, Australia 
Pacific Commercial Diving 
Supplies, Australia 
James Clinton, Australia 
David Bingemann, Australia 
James Eunson, Australia 
Brian Morrison, Australia 
Donald Lowe, PNG 
WWW.SBMM.ORG 
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ADCIAWARDS 
By Howie Doyle 
Photos by Judith T. Krautharner 
John B. Galletti Memorial Award 
Ross Saxon, Ph.D. 
Ross Saxon and Jerry Gautier 
The ADC's Galletti 
Award recognizes a pro-
fessional in the industry 
who has provided sub-
stantial contributions to-
ward making the com-
mercial diving industry 
a better and safer envi-
ronment in which to 
work. 
Since 1992, Dr. 
Ross Saxon has served 
as the Executive Direc-
tor of the Association of Diving Contractors International, com-
prising over 380 member companies engaged in commercial 
diving and underwater operations throughout the U.S. and 29 
other nations. ADC dedicates its effort to promoting safety, com-
munication, and education. 
Dr. Saxon served in the U.S. Navy between 1953 and 1974, 
advancing from Seaman through Chief Petty Officer, and then 
from Ensign through Lieutenant Commander. During active duty 
he served on one heavy cruiser and five submarines, and as Of-
ficer in Charge of a mobile training team to overhaul two U.S. 
submarines and train their personnel following transfer to the 
Government of Italy. 
He was a pilot of the Bathyscaph Trieste II, during which 
time he made five dives on the sunken USS ScoRPION. He also 
performed on a team assigned by the Chief of Naval Operations 
to examine the construction and operation of civilian 
submersibles. Prior to retirement he was involved as Executive 
Officer ofUSS ORTOLAN (ASR-22) in the building and commis-
sioning of a new class of Submarine Rescue Ship, designed with 
two saturation diving systems and the ability to carry and de-
ploy Deep Submergence Rescue Vehicles. 
At the time of retirement from active duty LCDR Saxon 
was the first, and at that time the only, Naval officer to ever 
hold the simultaneous qualifications as Qualified for Command 
of Submarines, Qualified for Command of Surface Ships, Quali-
fied as a Deep Sea Diving (HE02) and Sat Diving Officer, and 
Qualified Deep Submergence Vehicle Operator. 
Dr. Saxon attended the Armed Forces Staff College and 
holds a Bachelor's Degree in Oceanographic Specialties, and 
both a Master's and Doctorate in Business Administration. Since 
retirement from the Navy, Dr. Saxon has been actively employed 
in areas relating to underwater activity, including Subsea Equip-
ment Associates Limited (SEAL) as worldwide operations man-
ager; HydroTech Inti. as Sales Manager, Eastern Hemisphere; 
Perry Oceanographic as Sales Manager; Nautilus 
Environmentals as President and CEO; and G & G Marine as 
Executive Vice President and Director. Dr. Saxon is a member 
of the National Offshore Safety Advisory Committee (NOSAC). 
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Thomas Devine Memorial Award 
Jon Hazelbaker 
The Devine Memorial 
Award was established to 
publicly recognize an indi-
vidual who has made signifi-
cant contributions to the com-
mercial diving industry, and 
is primarily oriented toward 
the inshore sector. 
Jon Hazelbaker's love of 
and fascination with diving 
and the underwater world be-
gan early, as he started his ca-
reer as a sport diver in 1959 Jon Hazelbaker and Jerry 
at the age of 10. By 1968 he was employed by the Underwater 
Service Corporation, which engaged in water storage tank and 
dock inspection and repair. 
In 1969 he graduated from Divers Training Academy. He 
returned to Columbus, Ohio, in late 1969 to found Commercial 
Diving Services, Inc. In 1972 he became a journeyman "hard 
hat" diver of the U.B.C.&J. Piledriver/Divers Local #2 in Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, and still maintains that affiliation today. 
Commercial Diving Services, Inc. (CDSI) was founded as 
a full service diving company serving the Great Lakes and in-
land waterways, performing inspection, maintenance, and con-
struction for municipalities, consulting engineers, industrial 
plants, utilities and government agencies. Beginning in the late 
seventies Hazelbaker took on two working partners, Anthony 
"Tony" Kiefer and Thomas "Tim" Garnette, and together they 
evolved into a specialty General Marine Construction Contrac-
tor. Hazelbaker managed the company as well as diving on deep 
air, deep penetration, and technically demanding jobs. 
In 1994 CDSI was acquired by American Oilfield Divers. 
Jon served as VP/General Manager until retiring in 1999. 
CDSI joined the ADC in 1989 and Jon served on the board 
from 1990 until 1997. In 1990 ADC President Andre Gal erne 
committed to strengthening the Association nationally and in-
ternationally, and assigned Tom Devine and Hazelbaker the task 
of forming the West Coast and Midwest Chapters. Hazelbaker 
was founding chair of the ADC Midwest Chapter, and served in 
that capacity from 1990 until 1993. He also served as chairman 
of the ADC National Committee on Underwater Bridge Inspec-
tion Standards from 1990-1994. This committee initiated the 
Underwater Bridge Training course in conjunction with New 
Mexico State University's Civil Engineering Department and 
helped write regulations published by the Department of Trans-
portation. 
Jon resides in Ft. Myers Beach, Florida with his wife Col-
leen, engaging part time in consulting for the diving and marine 
construction industry. He is also a Marine Surveyor and USCG 
licensed captain, and conducts occasional fishing and diving 
charters. 
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Jean Michel Cousteau and Historical Diver Magazine 
Pioneer Award winner Dr. Christan Lambertson 
Dr. Lambertson HDS Italy's Letizia and 
Giancarlo Bartoloi 
New Orleans 
26 January 2001 
A night of awards 
E.R. Cross Award winner Sid Macken and Diana Cross 
Master of Ceremonies Phil Nuytten, 
Dr. Lambertson and Sid Macken 
HISTORICAL DIVER Vol. 9 Issue 1 Winter 2001 
DEMA Reaching Out Awards 
2001 
Regina Franklin and Ike Brigham 
HISTORICAL DIVER Vol. 9 Issue 1 Winter 2001 
Reaching Out Award 
Winner James Cahill 
Regina and David Taylor 
Environmental Award 
Proud Sponsor of 
~ Historical Diver 
Magazine 
sales@scubalux.com 
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NOW IN BLACK! 
*HDS-USA Jacket in Navy Blue or Black. HDS Augustus Siebe Helmet Logo embroidered in 
Gold on the breast of a moss-skin jacket with 100% polyester exterior, a gray fleece body 
lining, interior zip pocket, two exterior zip pockets, elastic cuffs and waistband. Sizes M, L 
and XL. State color preference. $70 plus $8 domestic p&p. Overseas shipping* 
NOW IN COBALT BLUE! 
*HDS-USA Fleece Pullover in Black or Cobalt Blue. HDS Augustus Siebe 
Helmet Logo embroidered in Gold on the breast of a of a 100% fleece pullover with 10 inch neck 
zip, elastic waist, 2 side entry pockets, elastic cuffs and set-in sleeves. Sizes Land XL. State colo1 
preference. $50 plus $8 domestic p&p. Overseas shipping* 
NOW IN BLACK! 
*HDS-USA Denim long sleeve shirt in Light Denim or Black. HDS Augustus Siebe Helmet Logo 
embroidered in Gold on the breast of a denim twill 7-button long sleeved shirt, with button-down 
collar and button-through front pocket. Oversized to accept a layered turtleneck or T-shirt under-
neath. 100% cotton. Sizes L and XL. State color preference. $30 plus $4 domestic p&p. Overseas 
shipping* 
NEW COLORS! HDS-USA Polo Shirt 
White, Navy Blue or Cobalt Blue. HDS Augustus Siebe Helmet Logo embroidered in Gold on the breast of a 2 button 
Outer Banks 100% cotton short sleeve shirt, with 2 inch side vents and a 2 inch back tail. Sizes M, L and XL. State 
color preference. $30 plus $4 domestic p&p, overseas shipping*. 
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*Contact the HDS office for overseas shipping fees. 
We salute The Historical Diving Society and its members 
for preserving the legacy of the diving industry. 
Inventing The Freedom Of Diving 
www.OceanicWorldWide.com 
2002 Davis Street • San Leandro, CA • 94577 • (51 0) 562-0500 
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2000 NOGI Award Recipients 
NOGI awards at the Dive Industry Awards Gala in New 
Orleans on January 26, 2001. 
Ada RebikofT for Arts. Ada Rebikoff, wife of famous 
underwater explorer and inventor Dimitri Rebikoff, is a 
pioneer in her own right. Ada was diving and taking pho-
tos long before it became popular for women to go under-
water. She is a gifted individual whose life spans the his-
tory of modem diving. From 1929 to 1932, Ada studied 
photography in Berlin, Germany. Later, she met her fu-
ture husband, who was also working in the field of pho-
tography. Along with members of the now famous Club 
Alpin Sous Marin, Ada made her first scuba dive around 
1950. In 1952, Ada married Dimitri in Cannes, France. 
Soon, they became part of the pioneer diving community, 
and Ada became one of diving's first underwater female 
models and top photographers. A talented underwater pho-
tographer in her own right, Ada often recorded Dimitri 
with his inventions. Throughout their life together, Ada 
was Dimitri's steadfast companion. She operated their 
various companies over the years, and helped her husband 
invent, create and dive. 
John E. Randall for Science. Dr. John Randall cultivated 
his early interest in fish by accompanying his mother barge-
fishing off the Malibu Pier in California. In the 1940s, 
Randall entered the University of California at Los Ange-
les to pursue studies in general zoology, and it was there 
that he joined the diving team. While completing his stud-
ies, Randall took up skin diving and spear fishing. He 
graduated from UCLA Phi Beta Kappa in zoology in 1950, 
sailed to Hawaii to attend graduate school, met his future 
wife Helen and set off on a two-month research expedi-
tion to the South Pacific. This research formed the basis 
for his Ph.D. in Marine Zoology, which he received with 
honors in 1955. Dr. Randalllatertookpositions with both 
the University of Miami and the University of Puerto Rico. 
He returned to Hawaii in 1965 and took a position with 
the Bishop Museum in 1967. He remained with the Bishop 
Museum as senior ichthyologist until he retired in 1997. 
During that time, Dr. Randall published 541 papers, in-
cluding six guide books. In addition, he has described 12 
new genera and 491 new species of fish. Two genera, 39 
species of fish and four marine invertebrates have been 
named in his honor. 
Tom Mount for Sports/Education. Tom Mount is a man 
whose name has become synonymous with diving on the 
edge. With more than 40 years of pushing the envelope 
under his weight belt, Tom made more that eleven thou-
sand dives, including more than 2,400 cave dives, 1,200 
wreck dives and 2,200 dives deeper than 200 feet. Name 
an out-there dive experience and chances are, Tom's been 
there, done that. But, what gives Tom's accomplishments 
HISTORICAL DIVER Vol. 9 Issue 1 Winter 2001 
(L toR) Tom Mount, John E. Randall, and Alice and 
Clemence Tilquin for their grandfather, Frederic Dumas. 
more impact, is that he has blazed the underwater trail for 
those who wish to follow. Tom is a pioneer of diver edu-
cation, as well as of diving. Tom began teaching cave div-
ing in 1963 and was a founding member of the National 
Association of Cave Divers. His works include some of 
sport diving's earliest texts, starting in the 1970s. In 1991, 
Tom became vice president of lAND, today known as 
IANTD, the International Association ofNitrox and Tech-
nical Divers. He is the author of many texts and refer-
ences used for training divers in cave diving, trimix, en-
riched air nitrox and other forms of tech diving. 
Frederic Dumas for Distinguished Service. Although 
Frederic Dumas is no longer among us, his pioneering 
spirit lives on in all who seek adventure underwater. With 
close friends Jacques Yves Cousteau and Philippe Tailliez, 
this Mediterranean trio, known as "Les Mousqemers" or 
the Three Musketeers, along with Hans Hass opened the 
aquatic world for us all. To many, Frederic Dumas is eas-
ily recognizable as the man in front of the camera. During 
Cousteau's early film-making years, Frederic Dumas 
served as his primary support diver and model. With the 
invention of the Aqualung, word quickly spread about these 
"Menfish." By the mid-1950s, underwater photos of 
Frederic Dumas appeared in publications around the world. 
In 1953, the notes and logs ofCousteau and Dumas were 
turned into a book, The Silent World. In Frederic's later 
years, his passion was underwater archaeology and his 
books are now considered classics in the field. Frederic 
Dumas rarely sought out awards or recognition. He was 
satisfied with doing what he did best - diving and doing 
the hard work while others basked in the limelight. 
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IHSIDRICAL DIVING SOCIE1Y 
USA 
International smiles. Leslie Leaney, Woody Woodburne, John Bevan, Phil 
Nuytten and Giancarlo Bartoli, at Tampa, under the knowing gaze of E.R. Cross. 
The year began with our usual appearances at the 
major commercial and recreational diving shows in 
America. Our first stop was Tampa, Florida for Under-
water Intervention 2001. We had as our guests Italian mem-
bers Giancarlo and Letizia Bartoli. Giancarlo is on the 
Board of Directors of HDS Italy and Letizia is the grand 
daughter of the great Roberto Galeazzi, founder of the fa-
mous diving company that bears his name. Founding Bene-
factor Roger Bankston volunteered for booth duty and was 
supported by son Nathaniel and wife Lyn who helped de-
liver all the display items. In addition to HDS members 
from USA and Italy, three other Societies had Board mem-
bers at Tampa. HDS-UK Chairman John Bevan was there 
representing Underwater Contractor Magazine, HDS 
South Africa founding Chairman Admiral 'Woody' 
Woodbume was there with Southern Oceanics, and HDS 
Canada's President Phil Nuytten was along with Nuytco 
and his newly acquired Lama helmet company. This gath-
ering of members from five different Societies allowed 
an exchange of ideas and information, and helped to es-
tablish a dialogue that will no doubt be continued to the 
benefit of all members. Howie Doyle added his own dash 
of diving history to the conference by hosting a private 
reception for U.S.N. Master Diver Carl Brashear, whose 
career is the subject of the movie Men of Honor. The 
reception was organized by the always efficient Madalyn 
Russell. Thanks go to members Ed Uditis (and his snake 
Rocky) who hosted an after show barbecue for the HDS 
people, and to traditional helmet maker Nick Toth, who 
guided us through his workshop and home during our visit 
to Tarpon Springs. 
DEMA in New Orleans was our next show. Gregg 
Platt from Chicago, Bob Rusnak from New York, and Kent 
Rockwell and Skip Dunham from California flew in to 
assist Andy Lentz with our three booths, plus the Diving 
Hall of Fame and Museum. Our third booth was desig-
nated for all the international Societies and it was manned 
by Skip Dunham, and Giancarlo and Letizia from HDS 
Italy. The booth contained membership information, pub-
lications, and items for sale, from the Societies in Austra-
lia and South East Asia, Canada, Germany, Italy, and 
Mexico. A display of modem helmets was supplied by 
HDS Canada along with a traditional Galeazzi helmet from 
Italy. The booth was decorated with the national flags of 
each participating Society and it gave an impressive dis-
play of international HDS unity. Everyone seemed to agree 
that this concept of hosting the representatives of foreign 
Societies was a good way of presenting the HDS as a uni-
fled international group in each respective country. This 
spirit of international co-operation has now been carried 
forward and the HDS-USA has been invited to participate 
at national shows with several other Societies starting with 
HDS Canada and HDS-UK, later this year. The DEMA 
meeting of representatives from all the different Societies 
included 'Tex' Kleeman of HDS Germany, Manuel 
Lazcano of HDS Mexico, Barry Andrewartha of HDS 
SEAP, Gary Potter and Melo from HDS-UK, Phil and 
Virginia Nuytten from HDS Canada and Lee Selisky of 
USA. Our involvement with the Industry Awards Gala is 
covered elsewhere in this issue. 
2022 Cliff Dr #405, Santa Barbara, CA., 93109 
Te/805-692-0072- Fax 805-692-0042- www.hds.org email hds@hds.org 
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IDSIDRICAL DIVING SOCIE'IY SOUTII EASf ASIA PACIFIC 
Royal Australian Navy pays 
Tribute to the Clearance Diving Branch 
On the 25th August 2000, the Royal Australian Navy paid 
tribute to the Clearance Diving Branch with the dedication of a 
permanent memorial to those Clearance Divers, "who have 
paid the ultimate sacrifice to their country." Before a large 
audience of serving Clearance Divers, former members of the 
Branch, family members and invited guests, the dedication cer-
emony took place in the grounds of the present RAN Diving 
School, at HMAS PENGUIN, overlooking Sydney's Middle 
Harbour. 
Constructed from sandstone blocks that once formed the 
retaining sea wall at HMAS RUSHCUTIER- home to the 
Navy's first diving school -the memorial features the CD 
emblem of a diving helmet carved in high relief into the sand-
stone together with two brass plaques. One lists the history of 
the Clearance Diving Branch; the other bears the names of 
those to whom the memorial is dedicated. 
Proving that their motto, "United And Undaunted," is more 
than empty rhetoric, those taking part in the service represented 
each chapter in the achievements of the Clearance Diving 
Branch: Included former Lt. Cmdr. 'Jake' Linton, BEM, and 
CPO Bill Fitzgerald, OAM, both of whom completed the first 
of the RAN's intensive Clearance Diver training programmes 
in 1955. Although diving in the RAN dates back to the 1920's 
when personnel were trained in the use of standard diving equip-
ment, the concept of a separate and dedicated diving branch of 
the Navy evolved slowly. 
In 1946, responsibility for diving was assumed by the 
RAN's Torpedo Branch when Render Mines Safe divers were 
deployed around the Pacific to deal with unexploded WWII 
ordnance. Their duties reflected the diver's growing role in bomb 
and mine disposal. 
Appreciating the need to keep abreast of evolving tech-
nology and deep diving techniques, the decision was taken to 
form the Clearance Diving Branch in 1951. Although Explo-
sive Ordnance Demolition remained a primary function it soon 
became apparent that Navy divers were suited to an expanding 
variety of tasks beyond the scope of their civilian counterparts. 
In 1961, both Linton and Fitzgerald were involved in avert-
ing a disaster when sluice gates gov-
erning the flow of water from the 
Lake Eucumbene dam jammed open, 
a key element in Australia's most am-
bitious civil engineering project, the 
Snowy Mountains hydro-electric 
scheme. Working in pitch darkness 
at depths down to 270 feet, the team 
accomplished the seemingly impos-
sible. 
Since its formation in 1955 the 
Clearance Diving Branch has grown. 
In 1966 the RAN introduced the con-
cept of the Australian Clearance Diving Teams. In that same 
year AUSCDT-Three was formed and trained in all aspectsof 
EOD (Explosive Ordnance Demolition), small arms and jungle 
survival before going to Vietnam where they served with 
distinction. 
After Vietnam the role of the Branch and the Teams be-
came more clearly defined. As well as serving with the fleet in 
sea-going berths, there are now twoAUSCDTeams. AUSCDT-
One, based in Sydney, and AUSCDT-Four, based near Perth, 
in Western Australia. 
Each team is a self-contained, highly mobile unit consist-
ing of about sixty personnel. Within each Team there are three 
distinct elements: Underwater Battle Damage Repair (UBDR); 
Mine Counter-Measures, (MCM); and Maritime Tactical Op-
erations, (MTO), with Team members receiving instruction in 
all three disciplines. 
UBDR are trained in the use of pneumatic and hydraulic 
tools and carry out salvage and emergency repair work in war-
time situations. MCM is concerned with the disposal or dis-
arming of mines and explosive ordnance, including lED (Im-
provised Explosive Devices) as favoured by terrorists. MTO 
carry out amphibious reconnaissance and are skilled in Escape 
& Evasion Techniques. 
During the Gulf War, in January 1991, personnel were 
drawn from Teams One and Four to re-form AUSCDT-Three. 
On the 5th March the twenty-three man team joined fifty other 
divers drawn from the U.S. and Royal Navies. 
During the next seven days AUSCDT-Three searched and 
cleared over 450,000 square meters of sea-bed. This feat rep-
resented over 70% of the harbour area cleared by the total coa-
lition forces! 
In the weeks that followed the AUSCDT were moved in-
land. During their time in the field they cleared four ports of 
explosive ordnance; dealt with 60 sea-mines and 234,986 other 
pieces of ordnance; and searched an amazing 2,157,200 square 
meters of sea-bed. They lost count of the number of booby 
traps that they made safe. 
PO BOX 2064, Normanville, 5204 South Australia, Australia, www.netspace.net.aul-oceans!divehist.html 
Phone +61 8 8558 2970 Fax +61 8 8558 3490 Email: bramsay@iaccess.com.au 
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IDSIORICAL DIVING SOCIE1Y 
GERMANY 
Broichbachtal 34, D-52134 Herzogenrath N W, Germany 
Tel. 011-49-2406-929-330 Fax. 011-49-2406-929-331 
www.historical-diving.de 
The Hans Hass Institute Founded in Dusseldorf 
www.Hist-net.de 
The Hans-Hass-Institut fuer Submarine Forschung und Tauchtechnikgeschichte [Hans Hass Institute for Subma-
rine Research and Diving History] (HIST), was founded on December I, 2000. Like the HDS-USA, the Institute is a 
non-profit association, created by the amalgamation between the International Institute for Submarine Research (liS F), 
founded in 194 7 by Professor Hans Hass, and the Forschungsstelle fuer Tauchgeschichte [Research Centre for Diving 
History] (FTG), founded in 1994 by Michael Jung. The new Institute is located in Duesseldorf. 
The purpose of the Institute is to conduct and to promote research into the underwater sciences for the benefit of 
the general public. In particular, the association will embrace new and promising areas of research which currently 
have little or no place in universities, or which, because of their interdisciplinary character, do not fit into the 
organisational structure of universities. The results of the Institute's researches will be circulated, and will be made 
available for science, teaching, and practical use. In this way the Institute will complement the work of universities in 
important fields of research. 
In addition, the Institute sees itself as a federal association, and the central forum for the scientific exchange of 
diving history in Germany. It will maintain contacts with HDS Germany and neighbouring disciplines, as well as with 
experts and organisations abroad. In order to promote the exchange of ideas in Europe, the Institute will have a 
particular interest in joint, intergovernmental research projects. 
A principal function of the Institute will be to preserve and continue the "underwater inheritance" of diving pio-
neer Hans Hass, from whom the Institute takes its name. A Hans Hass archive for biographical and historical research 
will therefore be formed and conserved. A special interest of the association will be the encouragement of a new 
generation of scientific research. 
The Institute will award the Hans Hass plaque, its highest honour, for outstanding scientific achievements in the 
field of submarine research or diving history, or for exemplary service to the association and its objectives. 
The Institute's principal method of communication is the Internet site www.Hist-net.de, which is operated by the 
Institute. The head of the executive committee of the Hans Hass Institute for Submarine Research and Diving History 
is Michael Jung who can be contacted at MJ@Hist-net.de 
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HDS-USA Exclusive. 
WE HAVE A LIMITED SUPPLY, ALL SIGNED BY HANS HASS. 
Forschungsschiff Xarifa. Researchship Xarifa -
A milestone in the Modern Ecology of the Sea. 
Written by Andreas Hantschk and Michael Jung with several articles from other authors 
and a foreword by Hans Hass. The book describes Hans Hass' two Xarifa-expeditions in 
the SO's from different point of views: The routes, the equipment for underwater films, the 
scientific results, etc. 100 pages with many maps, color illustrations and a comprehensive 
bibliography. In German language. Published by the Naturhistorisches Museum, Vienna, 
1999. $35, plus $5 domestic, Contact the HDS office for overseas p&p. CAres add 7.5% 
sales tax 
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lllSIDRICAL DIVING SOCIE'IY CANADA 
241A East 1st Street Rear 
North Vancouver, B.C. V7L 1B4 
Tel: 604-980-6262 Fax: 604-980-6236 e-mail: nrl @direct.ca 
HDS Canada Directors Welcome Home a Historic Submarine 
One of the most significant events since the 
formation of HDS-Canada has been the donation 
to the Society of a million-dollar submersible 
called Pisces 2, or "P2" as it is known .. P2 was 
designed and built in North Vancouver, B.C., 
Canada, thirty-two years ago and spent most of 
its life in the North Sea, working in oil and gas 
exploration for the U.K.'s Vickers Offshore. 
The 1000 metre-rated, 13 ton, three person 
sub arrived from Florida on March 1, 2001, at the 
B.C. headquarters ofiSE Research Ltd., where it 
will be stored and restored to its original class, 
colors, and external instrument suite. ISE is headed 
by HDS-Canada director Dr. Jim McFarlane, and 
the company is a leading designer of remote-con-
trolled subsea vehicles. Pisces 2 was the first pro-
duction prototype of a series of ten subs built by 
International Hydrodynamic Ltd. (called HYCO) 
between 1967 and 1976. Eight of these subs are 
HDS Canada Director AI Trice with the PISCES II. 
AI was one of the three founders of HYCO and the co-
designer of this particular submersible 
still in commercial/scientific use today. HYCO was bought out by U.K. shipping giant P&O of London in 1973 and 
was shut down in 1979. 
On hand to greet P2 was Allan Trice, one of the three founders of HYCO and the co-designer of this particular 
submarine. Trice is also a director of HDS Canada and general manager of ISE Ltd. A number of technicians who 
worked on P2 all those years ago will be asked to apply their skills once again, to get the sub ready for display in the 
to-be-built Deep Marine Centre. The Centre will be a 35,000 square foot museum dedicated to the rich maritime 
history of North Vancouver, showcasing those Canadian companies that became leaders in the development of under-
water technology. 
HDS Canada would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to the generous private donor of P2, and to Jim McFarlane 
and Al Trice, for not only storing this historic piece of Canadian diving history, but also for sharing some great stories 
of the exciting days when they both worked with HYCO. 
PISCES II, the first production Pisces class submersible 
built 1969 for Vickers Offshore Ltd. 
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ffistorlcal Diving Society Mexico 
Bosque de Ciruelos #190-601B, Basques de las Lomas CP 11700, Mexico D.P. 
We have located a report in the Bulletin of the United States Fish Commission, from around the tum of the 
19th/20th century, on Mexican Pearl Diving with helmet gear. We are reprinting it in 2 parts. 
REPORT UPON THE PEARL FISHERY OF THE GULF OF CALIFORNIA 
By Charles H. Townsend 
The Pearl-Shell 
Company of Lower 
California, with an in-
vested capital of 
$100,000, has been in 
existence for fifteen 
years, and is by far the 
largest corporation en-
gaged in the pearl and 
pearl-shell fishing in 
those waters and has 
more comprehensive 
privileges from the 
Government of Mexico. 
The territory over 
which the operations of this company extend embraces 
the coast of Lower California from Cape St. Lucas to the 
mouth of the Rio Colorado at the head of the Gulf of Cali-
fomia, and the coast of Mexico from Acapulco to the con-
fines of Guatemala. The franchise by which the company 
has exclusive privileges over this territory includes all out-
lying islands, with exception of the islands of Ceralbo, 
Esperitu, Santo and San Josef in the Gulf of California, 
which are controlled by another (the Gonzales) company 
concerning whose business I am unfortunately not posted. 
From four hundred to five hundred men are annually 
employed by the Pearl-Shell Company. This number, how-
ever, includes the crews of vessels as well as divers. The 
season for pearl-fishing commences about the first part of 
May in the vicinity of Cape St. Lucas, whence operations 
are gradually carried into the Gulf of California, which is 
usually entered by May 15. During the summer the entire 
eastern coast of the peninsula is worked, and in October 
the base of operations is removed from La Paz, the head-
quarters of the company, to Acapulco, where the fishery 
is continued for two or three months longer. (The west 
coast of the peninsular as far north as Margarita Island is 
also included in the lease of this company.) 
Whatever of romance has hitherto enshrouded the 
naked diver for pearls in the sea, he is now practically a 
submarine laborer who uses all the modem diving para-
phernalia available. No longer plunging for sixty seconds 
into the sunlit green water that covers a coral bank, he 
puts on a rubber suit with glass-fronted helmet, and suit-
ably weighted with lead, descends for hours to gather pearl-
18 
oysters, which are 
hoisted in a wire bas-
ket by his compan-
ions in the boat 
above, who also sup-
ply him through a 
rubber tube with the 
air he breathes. 
In conducting the 
pearl fishery the 
divers are located in 
camps at favorable 
places. The west 
coast of the peninsula 
as far north as 
Margarita Island is also included in the lease of this com-
pany along the shores. Each camp is supplied with a div-
ing suit and an air machine, which is mounted in a heavy 
barge-like boat, as shown in the illustration (above). This 
boat is daily rowed from camp to each place of operation. 
Arrived there, one man is diver, one tends his signal rope, 
one hoists and empties his basket of shells, two tum the 
cranks ofthe air-pump, and two are at the oars to keep the 
boat well over him and carefully follow his wandering 
course upon the bottom in search of shells. Thus it re-
quires several persons to operate each diving outfit, young 
boys being frequently employed as attendants. The div-
ing suits, of which the Pearl-Shell Company keep about 
seventy on hand, are mostly imported from London. About 
thirty of them are kept in constant use during the season. 
They cost about $35 each. 
A fleet of five schooners, ranging from 20 to 150 tons, 
is employed in distributing the diving squads over the area 
being worked, supplying them with provisions and trans-
porting their ever-accumulating heaps of shells to La Paz. 
A small steamer, 62 feet long, has recently been added to 
the fleet. 
Two or three large warehouses at La Paz, containing 
the supplies and stores used in the pearl fishery, I observed, 
were well stocked with diving machinery, ship stores, and 
provisions. In fact, there was about the establishment ev-
ery appearance of a well-regulated and remunerative busi-
ness. 
All equipments, provisions, etc., except the English 
diving suits, are bought regularly in San Francisco, Cal. 
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Helmets of the Deep 
The Return of the Lama 
by Leslie Leaney 
During the last year or so, 
several members have asked 
about the Lama bubble helmet. A 
question about it turned up on Ri-
chard Lowe's Antique Diving List 
and a couple of the classic equip-
ment collectors were also inquir-
ing as to what it was. Leon Lyons 
was not able to include a model 
of one in his book Helmets of the 
Deep, and few examples of the 
helmet ever made it to America. 
eventually acquired by AMP 
(1' Appareil Medical de Precision), 
part of the BACOU Group, but 
orders for the helmet slowed 
down and it was not a successful 
product for its new owners. Le 
Masson concentrated on other en-
gineering challenges and the hel-
met was relegated to a dark cor-
ner of the company's shop. 
The official French produc-
tion name of the helmet is Casque 
Bulle (Bubble Helmet), and it is 
undoubtedly one of the most un-
usual looking pieces of diving 
equipment to appear in the last 
half of the 20th century. The hel-
met was built by Lama and could 
be used in the surface supply 
mode or with scuba. There was 
also a military version built with 
a rebreather back pack. The air 
Schematic of the bubble helmet 
In 1997, HDS-USA's French 
representative, Philippe 
Rousseau, showed me several 
Lama helmets from his collection 
in Paris. I had never seen one up 
close before and was very inter-
ested in its unique design. 
Rousseau invited me to test dive 
one and so we headed off to a 
training pool where I used it in 
the scuba mode. Rousseau knew 
Yves Le Masson and quickly ar-
ranged a meeting between us. 
That initial meeting led to a con-
helmets had red composite breastplates and the recirculator 
ones had black breastplates. Film-makers, scientific, 
aquarium and a few sports divers favored its unusual look 
and design. However, it proved too delicate for any seri-
ous commercial or military combat diving use, and only a 
limited number of models were made. It was never strongly 
marketed outside of its native France, and by the mid 
1990's production had all but ceased and any future pro-
duction of the helmet seemed doomed. 
The origins of the Lama bubble helmet can be directly 
traced back to the famous Rene Piel Company in Paris, 
and that company's flip-up swim gear helmet. The flip-up 
helmet was designed and built by engineer Yves Le Masson 
and was put into production by Piel around the 1970's. 
From his work on that helmet, Le Masson came up with 
the concept for his bubble helmet. When Piel went out of 
business Le Masson started to produce the bubble hel-
mets by himself. Clients included Comex and the French 
military. In addition to the helmet Lama also manufac-
tured a rebreather system for the helmet, a Hyperbaric 
Chamber Ventilator and the Dipole Diver Phone, a wire-
less underwater communications system that "allows 
divers to remain in constant contact with each other and 
with surface personnel." Le Masson's Lama company was 
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tinuing dialogue between the three of us and Le Masson 
eventually agreed to make me a helmet if things ever got 
slow around the shop. In 1999, HDS-USA members Jean-
Michel Cousteau, Phil Nuytten, Barry Andrewartha, 
Connie Morgan and others visited Le Masson and 
BACOU's Robert Michel. Using Jill Desverge as his trans-
lator, Le Masson explained part of the history of the hel-
met and showed some video and photos of it in use. Al-
though production had ceased, Nuytten thought that the 
helmet still had some potential and was interested in modi-
fying some of Le Masson's design. Again with Jill acting 
as translator, emails and faxes then flowed across the At-
lantic and in July of2000, Nuytco signed a contract grant-
ing them sole ownership of the manufacturing rights. In 
October of 2000, Nuytten flew Le Masson and Robert 
Gautier to Vancouver to set up production of the Lama/ 
Nuytco helmet. The first Canadian built helmet appeared 
at the Nuytco booth at Underwater Intervention 2001 in 
Tampa, and then at DEMA 2001 in New Orleans. 
Nuytten's acquisition of the manufacturing rights of 
the defunct Lama bubble helmet may not seem like a big 
deal in the overall scheme of things, but it is an historic 
moment, or perhaps micro second, in the manufacturing 
of diving equipment. 
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How many of us would 
have been cheering if some-
one would have stepped in and 
saved Siebe Gorman, Heinke, 
or Yokohama? Or at least tried 
to keep those revered names 
alive by continuing on a small 
custom production basis? I 
suggest a lot of us would have 
been cheering. 
To get the reasoning be-
hind Nuytten's acquisition of 
Lama we conducted the fol-
lowing interview with him af-
terDEMA. 
Le Masson with the Lama recirculator bubble helmet. 
with Yves. We got on fa-
mously and had a number of 
'what if?' sessions in semi-
English and my miserable 
little smattering of pidgin-pa-
tois French-Canadien. Pre-
dictably, the words that 
stumped everybody were the 
ones I'd learned in Manitoba 
and Quebec! Jeff Heaton 
-one of our seniortechs-and 
Robert built a complete 
bubble helmet from scratch .... 
with Yves standing over them 
HDM: Why did you buy the manufacturing rights? 
Nuytten: I have been intrigued with Yves Le Masson's 
thinking since the early 1970's when I first dove with aLe 
Masson designed Piel helmet at Dr. Joe Macinnis' Great 
Lakes habitat called Sublimnos. I subsequently bought a 
Piel flip-visor helmet and spent a fair bit of time tinkering 
with it, trying to make it rugged enough for commercial 
use. I particularly liked the micro-regulator demand stage. 
I was a principal in Oceaneering/Can-Dive at that time 
and we bought a large number of these pilot-controlled 
regulators for use in chamber 0 2 over-board dump sys-
tems. This micro-reg was a forerunner of the Scubapro 
pilot air-valve scuba reg and the currently-popular Oce-
anic Delta pilot air-valve reg that Bob Hollis puts out. 
I first saw the bubble helmet at a European confer-
ence some years ago, but didn't examine it closely. I had a 
chance to discuss the design rationale and how it was made 
during our recent trip to France. I was again intrigued with 
a number of the very clever Le Masson features, quite 
different from other helmets on the market. Yves was re-
tiring, we cut a deal, and that was that. 
Now I better explain that this is no Rat-Hat or 
Superlite, and I can assure you that Bev (Morgan) is not 
going to loose any sleep over the Lama-Newt bubble hel-
met. But I think it can chip out a little, weenie, niche for 
itself, particularly with its full head view for U/W video, 
and its crystal-clear audio transmission. The recirc is a 
particularly clean, simple design for deep gas and I think 
it has some good potential. Just thinking about the 
Superlite, now there's a perfect example of "do one thing 
and do it well." Bev's had nearly forty years to get that hat 
just exactly right. No wonder it is the world standard! 
HDM: All the tooling etc. was in France. How did 
you set up the manufacturing in Canada? 
Nuytten: I had all the drawings, molds, jigs, and dies 
sent to our North Vancouver office and then flew Yves Le 
Masson and his technician, Robert Gautier, over to spend 
a few weeks in our shop showing our guys how to build 
the bubble helmet. I had a chance to spend a lot of time 
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making sure everything was 
done properly. Jeff's fellow Newtoids gave the new Lama-
Newt a Lazarus-type welcome! 
HDM. Your reputation has been built on your one 
atmosphere systems and the more recent Deep Workers. 
What makes you think you can become a helmet manufac-
turer? 
Nuytten. I've been building and/or modifying hel-
mets and masks for a very long time. When I was tending 
in the late fifties and early sixties and learning to dive 
heavy gear, I modified a lot of the heavy Mark V rigs into 
lighter weight versions -more like Japanese gear or the 
Desco lightweight hats. I enjoyed it! Particularly the look 
on some of the old guys' faces when they saw me attack-
ing their favorite Mark V with a gas-axe! Then, when Can-
Dive and Cal-Dive first hooked up, prior to the formation 
of Oceaneering, we (Can-Dive) built a number of the hand-
made, one-off, Rat-Hats in Canada. The Rat-Hat is indis-
putably Bob's (Ratcliffe) design, but we snuck in a few 
little changes that Bob seemed to like, since some of them 
made it to the production model. 
Bob has been a great friend and certainly one of the 
best guys I've ever worked with - wonderful sense of 
humor combined with absolutely no ego and zero BS. Just 
whatever worked best- do it! In 1967 we (Can-Dive) 
built a mask- the Rat-Mask- that pinched some ofthe 
best features of Bev's band mask and the Rat -Hat. In 1969, 
I designed and built a recirculator model of the Rat-Hat 
called the "Bat-Hat"! Hey, it was sleek and black. Batman 
had just come on TV, and the helmet looked a bit like the 
Batmobile!! In the early seventies we (Can-Dive) success-
fully completed a contract to design and build positive 
pressure helmets for the Canadian Navy, for use with a 
CCR 1000 and other electronically controlled rigs that 
were coming in- a bootlegged version of the design later 
became the Helmax- built in the Gulf Coast. We also con-
tracted to design and build heated suits and helmets with 
gas heaters for use from lock-out subs in the North Sea. 
This was for Vickers Oceanics in the UK- under Com-
mander Peter Messervey, who stepped up to the big box-
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ing ring in the sky a short time 
ago! So, all in all, we actually 
have had a fair bit of helmet 
building experience. 
HDM: I'd like to revisit 
that CCR-1000 Helmax story 
sometime soon. 
Nuytten: Maybe. It is an 
interesting story. So ... maybe. 
HDM: How will the Lama-
Newt helmet be different from 
the French original? 
Nuytten: Initially, they'll 
The prototype Pielflip-up helmet 
designed by Yves Le Masson. 
came by and said they had 
dove with it and a lesser 
number said they had one. 
There was a guy from New 
Zealand or Australia - I 
don't remember which -
who said they had a half 
dozen that they used daily in 
an aquarium - and he 
wanted to know about parts. 
It may have been him who 
said we should have a Lama 
owners club! That's probably 
be the same. But I intend to use the bubble helmet as a test 
platform to try out some of the helmet ideas that have been 
percolating for some time. Wait and see- you'll be sur-
prised! 
HDM: The Lama Bubble helmets are considered by 
some to be giant CO2 traps. Would you care to comment 
on that? 
Nuytten: (Laughs) Yeah, the French are far more com-
posed about such things as C02 build-up. Over here we 
tend to regard even small amounts of C02 as something 
nearly unthinkable. In fact, it's just a matter of degree. Le 
Masson made his living designing and building breathing 
machines and devices that measure ventilation standards 
in various types of chamber and underwater breathing gear. 
If anyone should be aware of this as a problem, it would 
be him. He is very laconic on the subject; if you are on 
free-flow, you must have adequate flow to keep the C02 
at an acceptable level- same as any free-flow helmet. If 
you are on demand with no oral-nasal, the C02 level will 
not be a problem unless you are doing very heavy exer-
tion. 
If you plan to do a hard-working dive while on de-
mand, use an oral-nasal mask. If you have to do some 
unexpected heavy exertion while on demand and are not 
using the oral-nasal mask, crack the free flow valve 
slightly. Since the demand helmets all have free-flow 
valves it is not a problem. You can be sure that (Henri) 
Delauze's Comex troopers would not have used this hat if 
it had an inherent problem - nor the French Navy, for 
that matter. We have a complete set of lab reports of hel-
met gas levels at various exercise rates .... (they are) about 
what you would expect. Does that answer your question? 
HDM: Yes. There is a lot of confusion as to how many 
bubble helmets were made? I've heard from 50 upwards 
to around 100. Did you get any clear idea from Le Mas son? 
Nuytten: I really don't think that Yves ever really 
added them all up. I asked him and he puffed furiously on 
his pipe for a while and said, "Seventy-five? a hundred? 
perhaps more?" Gautier said, "No, I think, many more 
than that." Nuytco showed the Lama-Newt at ADC and 
DEMA and I was surprised at the number of people who 
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a great idea! If our HDS members own a Lama- or know 
someone who does, we'd sure like to know about it! We 
could let owners know how many others have them, what 
they're being used for, and send out a parts list, etc.[lf you 
have Lama information Email your details to Phil at 
nrl@ direct.ca] 
HDM: So, how can divers go about buying a new 
Lama-Newt hat, and how much does one cost? 
Nuytten: We will be putting the Lama-Newts on the 
Newtpro web-site (www.newtpro.com) when we get the 
first runs complete. There is a group in Europe who will 
probably take the first couple of small runs, but after that 
we'll try to keep a few in stock. We expect they will go for 
about $4500 (U.S.) each- for no other reason than that's 
about the equivalent of what Yves charged for them. As 
long as we don't lose our fillings on the deal, we'll hold 
that price. We will do a proper cost-analysis from the first 
batches. 
HDM: That's it for my questions. Anything you'd like 
to add? 
Nuytten: Well, I think that the helmet collectors will 
like these particular hats - and we definitely will sell 
some number to photographers -and scientists who want 
to make extensive audio notes during their field-work-
and Scuba instructors who want to be able to talk to their 
whole class underwater- and guys like Professor Joe 
Valencic. A good guy. We worked with him last summer 
on a Deepex submarine expedition tour at British 
Columbia's Hornby Island. Joe was one of the tour guides 
and was just terrific with the passengers! At the end of 
each day he would have the passengers download clips 
from the day's shooting into a digital, non-linear editor 
and by the end of the week hand them a CD to take home! 
Joe heard we were going to put out the bubble helmet 
again and wanted one. Why? 'cause it would go perfectly 
with his video stuff, let him do narration in high quality 
audio. And because he had used a Lama before, and liked 
it. And because they're cool! 
The publication of this article is made possible in part by 
the generousity of Scuba Technology Inc. 707-962-2552 
~ 
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Wet Suit Pursuit: Hugh Bradner's Development of the First Wet Suit 
By Carolyn Rainey 
In the IOOth anniversary issue 
ofSunset Magazine, published May 
1998, the "ongoing time line of ma-
jor events," says that in 1952 UC 
Berkeley physicist Hugh Bradner 
invented the wet suit. This single 
fact summarizes a more complex 
story which is recorded in the 
Archives of the Scripps Institution 
of Oceanography (SIO). 
S8fJ1 Fill'm, ComfortJ.le 
N eo[Jfflte 1'0<1111 Rubber 
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AVAilABLE AT YOUR DEALERS 
..• or write ... 
OIPORATtON 
wrote that suits do not 
need to be watertight if 
thermal insulation is ob-
tained by air entrapped in 
the material of the suit. 
The diver does not have to 
be dry to stay warm. He 
began testing the wet suit 
models in the fall of 1951. 
In the spring of 1951 Bradner 
decided to spend some "weekend 
time" improving the equipment for 
the navy frogmen. Soon thereafter, 
he sent ideas and concepts of the 
wet suit to UC Berkeley physicist, 
Lauriston C. "Larry" Marshall, 
who was involved in a U.S. Navy/ 
National Research Council Panel 
on Underwater Swimmers. In the 
fall of 1951 the effort to actively 
rn=~; Q -------------------
Commercial self con-
tained underwater breath-
ing apparatus (scuba) was 
brought to the United 
States in 1949. In Califor-
nia it was sold by Rene's 
Sporting Goods of 
Westwood. This new un-
derwater breathing ma-
chine was called the Aqua-
Lung, and had been in-
vented in 1943 by French 
navy captain Jacques 
:$:0$ -'iU'neJ'lt!::rn ffmd 
" .... ~®., 4. 
" 
EDCO ad in Skin Diver magazine 
[Skin Diver; January 1954, Vol. 3, No. 1, p. 21] 
develop the wet suit began when colleagues at the Berkeley 
Radiation Lab joined Bradner in the fabrication and testing 
of various materials. 
At the end of 1949, the U.S. Marine Corps, U.S. Navy, 
and National Research Council agreed to work together us-
ing scientific applications to solve amphibious operational 
problems. A committee was formed under the chairmanship 
of UC Berkeley engineer Murrough P. "Mike" O'Brien. Sev-
eral government panels met to discuss and watch East Coast 
and West Coast underwater demolition teams (UDT) in ac-
tion. Their views were recorded in the Hahn-Bascom-Gerdes 
preliminary survey report distributed in October 1951. The 
navy terminology was changing from "UDT's" to the broader 
term of "underwater swimmers." 
In December 1951, the Swimmer Symposium was held 
in Coronado, California. This symposium brought together 
operational, technical, civilian, and military people to dis-
cuss mutual problems and ideas. The National Research 
Council in cooperation with the Italian, French, and British 
governments consolidated information about the physical, 
psychological, and physiological effects of underwater blasts 
on swimmers. At that time, Hugh Bradner, a designer and 
physicist at UC Berkeley's Radiation Laboratory, had been 
working on preliminary calculations on the effects of "ab-
sorptions" or reflection of shock waves on unicellular mate-
rial and was invited to participate. 
Bradner already held patents for a number of inventions 
and clearly had the skills and knowledge to help underwater 
swimmers and swimmers in general. His goal was straight-
forward; design a wet suit for the military underwater swim-
mer. In a letter to Larry Marshall dated June 21, 1951, Bradner 
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Cousteau and Canadian engineer Emile Gagnan. 
According to Andreas B. Rechnitzer, SIO alumnus and 
diver, the use of scuba for science began at Scripps Institu-
tion of Oceanography in the summer of 1950 when Conrad 
"Connie" Limbaugh and other graduate students began for-
mal investigations of the kelp beds. At that time, divers were 
limited to just two sets of equipment- two regulators, tanks, 
weight belts, fins, and masks. To combat the discomfort from 
cold waters the divers tried various kinds of clothing (long 
johns), greasy skin coatings, and surplus air force survival 
suits. These Scripps divers were among the first to try out 
the Bradner wet suit at their scuba training classes at the La 
Jolla Beach and Tennis Club. 
Bradner explained in simple terms the difference be-
tween the wet versus the dry rubber suit. The wet suit gets 
its thermal insulation from the many small air bubbles 
trapped in the material, and hence can stand a small amount 
of water flow between the garment and the skin. The wet 
suit was made from a unicellular foamed plastic material 
such as neoprene, rubber, or polyvinylchloride; while the 
dry suit was a thin waterproof garment made from heavy 
rubberized cloth under which the diver wore thick, usually 
wool underwear. A dry suit that depends on woolen under-
wear will lose its thermal insulation if water displaces the 
air in that underwear. 
Willard Bascom, an SIO research engineer, recom-
mended that Bradner try a unicellular material made by 
Rubatex. Bradner developed a foam suit using a material of 
unicellular neoprene ordered to American Standard Testing 
Methods specifications and obtained a sample from the 
Rubatex Division of Great American Industries. When it 
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became clear that the navy would be 
slow in producing wet suits for their 
own use, they declassified the design, 
and encouraged commercial production 
in 1952. Bradner collaborated with a 
group of engineers at UC Berkeley on 
the design of a commercial wet suit us-
ing the rubatex material. The engineers 
formed a company under the guidance 
of Dave Garbellano, an engineer-physi-
cist at UC Berkeley, called Engineer-
ing Development Company (EDCO). 
Foam plastic materials like en so lite and 
rubazot were already being used inter-
nationally for many purposes, however 
Bradner was the first person to use the 
unicellular foam plastic material neo-
prene for exposure swim suits. It would 
take several years for EDCO to obtain 
and develop tougher materials to im-
prove their suit. 
swim suit coupled with the use of zip-
pers, at the very least, would ease the 
on and off of swim suits. 
In a letter from Walter A. Hahn, 
Committee on Undersea Warfare, Na-
tional Research Council, dated Novem-
ber 13, 1952, to Hugh Bradner, Hahn 
writes: 
EDCO requested navy cooperation 
to have prototypes of the suit tested in 
order to produce a suit that would meet 
their needs. A letter from LCDR Henry 
JohnS. Foster modeling an early 
design of the Bradner wet suit, circa 
June 1953 
In San Diego, you asked me to 
explore Drea and Gerdes' feelings re-
garding the commercial exploitation 
of the wet suit plan. Both feel that it 
will be to the Navy's advantage to en-
courage small or even large produc-
tion by commercial manufacturers. If 
nothing else this might provide the 
Navy with an opportunity of obtain-
ing a useful item without paying all 
of the design costs. So go ahead in 
the suit business, just so long as the 
government gets their royalty free li-
censes with respect to patents. 
A. Gerdes, Office of Naval Research, dated November 24, 
1952, to F.B. Allen, BuShips, US Navy, elaborates further: 
Dr. Bradner is under contract to AEC. [He has a] 
sincere interest in the problem of making a satisfactory 
exposure swim suit for cold water operations ... Because 
of this interest, he immediately went to work to help the 
swimmer. During August and September 1952 he was a 
consultant to a Cooperative Council under the terms of 
contract N?onr-29140, at which time he proved his ideas 
for a swim suit. Being under contract to the Govern-
ment, he was required to disclose anything he might 
invent, design, etc. in order to protect the Government 
on patent rights or from royalties. The subject presenta-
tion of Dr. Bradner is a disclosure of his work on an 
exposure swim suit, patentable rights of which are to be 
determined by a government agency. 
EDCO, Bradner, and others would wait years to hear 
back from the navy as to whether or not their swim suit was 
patentable. Although questions remained, the navy found 
the use of neoprene a novel idea. They felt that while neo-
prene could afford protection to the swimmer from cold water 
and underwater blast, it could also increase the possibility 
of making the swimmer a better sonar target. The navy also 
felt that the use of materials like neoprene was not new in 
navy exposure swim suits as work was already being done 
by United States Marine Corps and Bureau of Supplies and 
Accounts (U.S. Navy). The navy conceded, however, that 
as a swim suit this might be a novel idea. They also con-
ceded that the use of neoprene in a form-fitting exposure 
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In a December 8, 1952, letter to 
Henry A. Gerdes, LCDR, U.S. Navy, Bradner writes: 
I want to thank you for sending me the copy of your 
excellent letter of November 24, to F. B. Allen.lt is com-
pletely accurate in every respect, except the date of the 
initial work on the foam suit. My first record of designs 
for this suit is in a letter to Larry Marshall, dated June 
21, 1951. I do not care especially whether a patent on 
the suit is ever issued, since a refused application would 
presumably be just as effective in protecting the gov-
ernment from having to pay royalties. I plan to get some-
one started to making the foam suits commercially within 
the next month or two, if all goes well. I do not antici-
pate any particular difficulty, since I specifically wish 
to avoid any profit to myself. I don't want to compro-
mise my position of unbiased consultation on swimmers' 
problems. 
Why didn't Bradner set out to make the wet suits for the 
general public? Bradner recollects that the morality of the 
time prohibited government employees from profiting fi-
nancially from their own work. Walter A. Hahn writes to 
Bradner in December 17, 1952: 
I am happy to hear that someone will start making 
your suits. I do not really understand your complete re-
sistance to benefit financially from the production of 
these suits, particularly when it is obvious someone will. 
I personally know of no legal or moral obligation pre-
venting you from making money on the sale of suits to 
anyone but the U.S. Government. Think it over. Maybe 
you can be a business man on the side. It seems to me 
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you are certainly entitled to it, for though some of the ideas may not be new, it was you 
who actually made the suit and demonstrated the validity of this idea. 
The government did not prevent the manufacture of the wetsuit. After all, when 
Bradner's first wet suit model designs were completed the navy gave its approval to 
public sale and EDCO was formed. Still, the government delayed it, and many years 
passed without any word from the navy. Finally, on March 15, 1957, EDCO received a 
letter from M.J. Foran, assistant head, Civilian Damage Control: 
The experimental swim suit you forwarded is being returned. Your interest in keep-
ing the Bureau advised of your latest products is appreciated, however, it is not consid-
ered in the Navy's interest to test the suit at this time. The Bureau has been working 
with unicellular materials for some time. A unicellular type underwear for use in con-
junction with our "standard" swimsuit has already been adopted and work on a wet 
type suit is underway. Your company will be invited to bid on this item when a satis-
factory specification is developed. 
Bradner never patented his wet suit. Bradner recollects that he asked that the patent 
Bari Bradner, daughter of Hugh 
Bradner, 1953. She is wearing a 
custom neoprene wet suit 
designed by her father 
application be passed to the University of California attorneys. It was abandoned when he "foolishly" indicated that he saw 
no large commercial application. His reasoning was there were only a few hundred divers and surfers in the world at that 
time. He continued to be interested mainly in suits for frogmen, and eventually frogmen would buy commercial models 
from EDCO. Bradner, like all innovators, had other projects to pursue. He came to Scripps Institution of Oceanography in 
1961, and is professor emeritus at the Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics. 
The Hugh Bradner papers are at the Archives of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, UCSD, which also holds the 
papers of diving officers Conrad Limbaugh and James R. Stewart. These and other collections in the archives document 
the early history of research diving and scuba. It is hoped that researchers will use these resources to study the introduction 
of scuba and the history of research diving. 
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VOICES FROM THE DEEP 
By 
An Interview with 
Kenneth Knott 
Leslie G. Jacobs U.S.N. Master Diver and Commercial Diver 
Talking to Kenneth Knott is like 
watching one of those films pro-
duced during wartime - the kind 
that was made to boost morale, that 
made us proud of our American he-
roes and their humor, grit and know-
how. If Warner Brothers had filmed 
his life story, John Garfield would 
have played the lead. 
How did you become inter-
ested in diving? 
I'd gotten the diving bug when 
I was about 13 years old. I read a 
book called I Like Diving, by Tom 
Eadie. In fact, when I was in junior 
high school, I tried to make a div-
ing helmet out of a hot water tank. 
There was a blueprint that came out 
in Popular Mechanics on how to do 
that. But I didn't know anything 
about a cutting torch - hell I was 
only in 7th or 8th grade- and I was 
down on the floor with a hammer 
and chisel, trying to chisel out the 
shoulders. My shop teacher caught 
me and said, "You're tearing up the 
floor! Get that thing out of here!" 
and that was the end my diving rig. 
I think I was very lucky that I 
had something, a goal to go for. I 
was in boot camp in 1939 and the 
SQUALUS sank that year. I saw it on 
all the newsreels. When I was in 
Knott left home as a teenager to 
enlist in the Navy, saw active duty 
in the Pacific during WWII, and 
went on to have a successful career 
as a commercial diver. His resume 
includes almost every major outfall 
project on the West Coast, includ-
ing Whites Point (off Rancho Palos 
Verdes), Point Lorna (San Diego), 
the Los Angeles Hyperion in El 
Segundo, the Orange County Out-
fall in Huntington Beach, and the 
City of San Francisco Outfall. He 
spent time in the Hawaiian Islands, 
both during the War and after, when 
he worked on the Sand Island Project 
at Honolulu. Previous to that, he 
worked on San Francisco's BART 
for Trans bay Constructors, lowering 
1947. Knott at White's Point concreting a pipeline. boot camp, I asked the Chief Petty 
Knott was just breaking in to commercial diving and Officer how to become a diver. He 
was given the oldest dresses to dive in. Photo by told me you had to get on a subma-
Knott's tender Henry Schaefer. rine rescue vessel "As soon as this 
tubes weighing 14,000 tons each to the bottom of San Fran-
cisco Bay to a depth of 135 feet. In 1963, he dove the oilrigs 
in the Cook Inlet, Alaska, and also worked in Lake Eklutna, 
Alaska, repairing a damaged water line after the Great Earth-
quake of 1964. Now 79, Kenneth Knott is retired and lives 
with his wife June in Laguna Woods, California. 
Tell us about your early childhood and how you first 
went to sea. 
I was born in 1921, in Redding, California. My mother 
died when I was 6 months old and my old man took off. I was 
raised until I was seven years old by an Indian woman in a 
little town called Castella, about 40 miles north of Redding, 
California. When I was about six years old, I believe she ap-
plied for aid or something and it came to the state's attention 
that I wasn't supposed to be there. So, I went to live with my 
aunt and she put me through high school in Eureka, Califor-
nia. 
When I got out of high school in June of '39, I figured 
that would make me smart enough to go find sunshine- there 
wasn't any in Eureka. I hitch-hiked south to look for work, 
but there wasn't any- not for a high school kid. So, in 1939 
I joined the service in San Diego. I had just turned 18 and I 
was in the Navy for six years. 
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class graduates, there's a draft leaving for Pearl Harbor but 
you won't get any boot leave." I said, "Forget the boot leave, 
get me on that draft!" And I ended up in Pearl Harbor. As luck 
would have it, they put me on an old World War I four-stacker 
destroyer. But the captain was real nice. He came by one day 
and asked me how I was doing. I said, "Fine, sir, but you see 
that old tugboat in the harbor? They have deep sea divers on 
there." The Captain said, "If you can find somebody who will 
swap with you, I'll okay it." So, I found a kid who'd swap 
with me. 
How did you come to learn about the different types 
of diving at that time? 
In the Navy, we had second class divers, first class divers 
and master divers. When the war came along, they put in an-
other group called salvage divers and most of those were 
trained on the NoRMANDIE in New York. When the NoRMANDIE 
sank on pier 88 they made a diving school there. I've attended 
some of their reunions and I feel sort of like a bastard cat at a 
family reunion, because I'm not with that group and I'm not 
with the Sparling group. My group of divers were submarine 
divers - we were trained principally for submarines. When 
the war came along we weren't trained for salvage, but that's 
what we ended up doing. 
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When the war started, I was supposed to go to the Orient, 
but I got stopped in Pearl Harbor in 1942. They stopped all 
the Asiatic transfers, so I got right back on the ship I'd come 
off of. But I was antsy to get over on those battlewagons and 
dive on them. I used to go and watch the civilian divers. Gee, 
they were fantastic! They would jump off a barge and down 
they'd go, nothing to it. We didn't dare jump, we weren't al-
lowed to jump. So, it was an eye-opener for me. The civilian 
divers did the majority of the work in Pearl. They knew what 
they were doing. The work we did, we opened up compart-
ments if they were flooded. There's a test plug on the hatch. 
You could take that plug out and put your hand to it and if it 
sucked real hard you knew the compartment was empty, so 
you put the plug back and left it alone. If it didn't suck, then 
you opened the door up, so when we started the pumps it would 
drain those compartments. 
What type of equipment were you using? 
All we had at that time was the Mark V and the Miller-
Dunn shallow water hat. With the Miller-Dunn, you lean for-
ward a little bit and you get a snootful of water. They weren't 
very practical. And then later on, by 1942, we started taking 
the invasion-type gas mask, the one that has the canister in 
back of the head, we took that canister off and put a pipe 'T' 
in there and ran a hose from there down to our belt. From 
there we had a valve and the hose went to the surface. So, we 
just used the gas mask and could work at 100 feet with those 
things. They were handy because you could work upside down 
or sideways, it didn't matter. Since most of our work was in 
the South Pacific, the water was warm, and in most places 
you could see a country mile. We just wore dungarees and 
tennis shoes, the gas mask and a 
cartridge belt full of nuts and 
bolts! It was so different. If we 
did a lot of burning we would 
put on the hardhat gear. 
Ken Knott put together a 
book for his family recounting 
his experiences in the service. 
"A Six Year Hitch" details the 
humorous and oftentimes grue-
some episodes, as he worked on 
salvage missions in the Pacific. 
Details like the following were 
not uncommon: 
overhead. I brought him over to the ladder where the water 
was just a few inches lower than the next deck above. I as-
sumed the men from ship's company on the hatch above me 
would help get the body out of the water. I was underneath 
him pushing on his stomach and my hands went completely 
through him. I put my shoulder against him and managed to 
get him up on the dry deck. I was so damned mad because his 
shipmates would not help me. I was covered with blood and 
gore, so I ran up on deck and jumped over the side! 
Your book mentions some pretty horrific experiences, 
and yet you always seemed to keep your sense of humor. 
On Invasion Day we took an aerial bomb in Leyte. My 
general quarters station was on the fantail of this tug. This 
bomb came down and landed about 12-15 feet below me, but 
it didn't go off. Since I was the chief in charge of the salvage 
crew, it was my job to go get the bomb. All our power had 
been knocked off so we didn't have any air compressors, so I 
just hooked up to an oxygen bottle and put a mask on. When I 
got down there that bomb was nothing but a piece of pipe. 
When it went through, it knocked the front end off and tore 
off the fins and the water washed the powder out of it. I came 
partway up, took my mask off- I was above water- and I 
yelled, ''I'm coming up with the bomb!" and everybody left! 
Boy, I had a brave bunch of shipmates. 
After we were bombed, they towed us down to Manus, 
and when we were down there, the MT. Hooo blew up. The 
MT. Hooo was an ammunition ship in our navy. This was down 
in the Admiralty Isles in the South Pacific. When she blew up, 
there were shells and shrapnel flying through the air and this 
stuff came raining down on top of us. An 8-inch shell came 
right down into the men's latrine. 
This kid was standing at the uri-
nal. It landed right behind him and 
popped into the shower and it sat 
there and sizzled. He ran the full 
length of the ship. We were all 
pretty nervous. So, we were sit-
ting on the fantail one day, and 
this destroyer came along and tied 
up alongside. We were sitting 
there having coffee, and this sailor 
had a torpedo right there on deck. 
He was unbolting the warhead. 
There are about sixteen zillion 
bolts to a warhead. The damn 
thing wouldn't come off so he 
gets up and jumps on it and the 
damn thing fell on deck! The crew 
just disappeared. You could drop 
a crescent wrench and that crew 
would disappear. 
We arrived in Okinawa 
April 1, 1945 .... our first project 
was to recover the dead men on 
a destroyer which had been hit 
by a suicide boat. There were 
men in the engine room and the 
C.I.C. room and they had been 
down there quite a few days. 
They were very swollen and so 
large, we had to put them in 
laundry bags in order to get them 
up on deck. I went down in 
search of a man's body and 
found him floating up against the 
White Point marine outfall deep water diving crew. 
Standing from left to right are: Carl "Oscar" Johnson, 
Charles "chuck" Lindquist Jr., and Frank Cavanaugh. 
Sitting, from left to right: divers Otis "Big" Smith, 
William "Bill" Jackson and Kenneth "The Bear" 
How did you make the 
transition to civilian diving? 
I got out of the Navy in '45, 
and went back to Eureka to visit 
my relatives. Then I hitch-hiked 
south again, and I ended up right 
down here in San Pedro on 22nd 
Knott. 
From 20,000 Jobs Under the Sea. 
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Street. There was a tug there that be-
longed to Merritt-Chapman-Scott un-
der a Navy contract. The captain's 
name was Captain Brown. I walked 
up to the ship and there were some 
men on deck, so I yelled up, "Who 
does the hiring and firing around 
here?'' They said, "The old man 
does." I said, "Well how do I get to 
see him?" and they said, "Come on 
aboard." So I knock on the Captain's 
door and being fresh from the Navy 
I'm stiff as a board, didn't know what 
to say. I walked in and the Captain 
said, "OK, son, what can I do for 
you?" I told him I was looking for 
work and he said, "What can you do?'' 
I said I was a chief ship fitter in the 
Navy and a master diver. He said, 
place. He died in a single-lock chamber. 
"Well, I tell you what, I have a job Knott jumping to work from the Davy 
open for an ordinary seaman," and I Crockett. From 20,000 Jobs Unser the Sea. 
We all had single-lock chambers. As 
soon as Smitty died, we got rid of those 
things and we got double-locks so you 
could get people into you. I had a four-
foot diameter double-lock chamber and 
my son, Leonard, knew how to run it. 
Even though he was only 9 years old, I 
got a chuckle one day when somebody 
asked him, 'What were you thinking 
when your old man was in there?" And 
he said, "Well, it was like this: if I 
couldn't get him out of that tin bucket, 
I'd never get to go to college." Torrance 
Parker and I have had the bends quite 
often, together and separately. He got 
bent real bad on the Hyperion in 1959, 
and it damn near put him out of busi-
ness. It probably was a great thing for 
him because it made him use his head. 
The rest of us just kept using our backs. 
said, ''I'll take it!" He said, "Go get 
your gear, be back aboard tomorrow." 
I was staying in a hotel on Pacific for 75 cents. Next morn-
ing I came back aboard and he called me up to his office. 
Captain said, "Son, tell you what I'm going to do, I'm going 
to make you a wrecker." I said, "What the hell is a wrecker?" 
He said a wrecker works in a salvage crew and it pays the 
same as A.B. [Able-bodied Seaman, one step above Ordinary 
Seaman]. I had already got a raise and I'd been aboard one 
day! Hell, I was making $176 a month, board and room, and 
after six years in the Navy I was only making $153. I thought 
things were working out! 
The diver on that tug was a man by the name of AI 
Wesslan, an old Swede. I got the biggest chuckle out of the 
first time I tended him. We went up on the other side of the 
Ford Avenue Bridge, and at that time there were a bunch of 
minesweeps in there, so we'd go in and check their screws 
and check their overboard discharges. The first day I dressed 
him in, the hose, telephone cable and lifeline were all sepa-
rate; they were not married together like we used to do in the 
service. So he told me, "Now, Kenny, when I get down there 
and I give you a yiggle on my hose that means this, and when 
I give you a yerk on my lifeline that means that,' .. .it was a 
yiggle and a yerk and a yank .. ! And we had telephones! I 
said, "AI, just tell me over the phone." He said, "Those phones, 
I don't trust them." 
Clearly, you were faced with hundreds of physical chal-
lenges in the Navy. What did you have to contend with as 
a civilian diver? 
As far as civilian diving goes, the only time I would have 
a problem was ifl got the bends. I got to the point where I had 
my own decompression chamber and I had it in my garage. 
I've lost quite a few friends from the bends: Eldon Smith was 
one of my tenders, he died in the chamber over on Terminal 
Island. We were working off Redondo Beach at the time on 
the second circulating system put in at Redondo. I got my 
hand caught in a bolt, so I was laid up and Smitty took my 
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You have a reputation for stick-
ing to your guns when it comes to time in the chamber. 
Putting in the White's Point outfall, what we had to do 
was almost unbelievable. They'd lower the pipe over the side, 
put it on the bottom, and then we would have to wobble it into 
position so we could pull it together. They had a winch on the 
beach that pulled it in. Then after we pulled it and made the 
joint, we had about six pelican hooks to trip, get the strongback 
off, run underneath the strongback, trip the inhaul wire and 
that went up with the strongback. Then you went inside and 
corked the joint, come back out, blew a bell hole and move 
the marker offshore so they could lay the next pipe. Now, if 
you didn't get that job done in 25 or 30 minutes, the old man 
would get mad at you. 
The old man also wouldn't let us spend enough time in 
the chamber, so we weren't able to decompress after the times 
and the depths we were working. He would sneak up and see 
who was in the chamber and the guys were scared to go in or 
stay in the chamber. 
The way we did it, we started from scratch in 30 feet of 
water. We had such a routine that we didn't miss a stroke; our 
time was down to practically nothing. But it was hard work. 
So finally I told my wife, "You know, we're making a lot of 
money and we're not going to live to spend it. At least, I'm 
not. "So I'm going to quit Friday." She said, "That's OK with 
me." So I went up to the foreman, his name was Walt Miller 
- old-time pilebutt - and told him I was going to quit Fri-
day and he said, "Gee, Kenny, you're making a Jot of money, 
why are you going to quit?" I told him, "I'm not going to live 
to spend it. I'm sick and tired of the old man running us out of 
the chamber." Pretty soon I went over to the boss and said, 
"I'm going to give you notice now. I'll give you five days 
notice." He said, "Oh, that's all right, I can get all the divers I 
want." "Well," I said, "I just don't want to short you." After a 
little while he came back over to me and asked, "Why are you 
quitting?" And I told him, "We give you the bottom time the 
job calls for. But the decompression time doesn't cover that 
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hard work. I keep getting the bends. I want to spend more 
time in that chamber." He said, "OK, I'll get some more 
divers." A little while later he came back and said, 'Tell you 
what I'll do. I'll put a chamber in your back yard." And I 
thought to myself, "I gotcha!" But I told him, "That isn't nec-
essary. When I get in that chamber, just leave me alone." That 
made him mad. "He'd go up to my tender and say, "When's 
Kenny coming out of the tank?" and the tender looked at his 
watch and said, "I think about the Fourth of July!" 
Divers spending time in the chamber was money out of 
his pocket. I told him, "If it goes into overtime, I'll pay my 
tender out of my own pocket. But I want to stay in that cham-
ber. And after a while I got a reputation on the West Coast as 
"the Old Man of the Chamber" because I wouldn't come out 
of the damn thing. And here I am. I'm not crippled. 
The thing I got a big chuckle out of, too, was when we 
went to San Francisco for the big San Francisco Outfall, I 
went up as a diver for the trestle portion; on the offshore por-
tion I was just the diving supervisor, I didn't dive offshore. 
These ex-Navy doctors started saying, "We want your bends 
cases." I said, "We're not going to have any bends cases. We're 
not using your damn Navy tables." And they admitted that the 
tables were not that good. Right in the manual itself it says a 
ten percent bends rate is acceptable. By whom? Not by me! 
I've been the ten percent too damn many times. 
What do you like best about working as a diver? 
I guess it's a challenge. An officer I had in the Navy said, 
"You know, Kenny, it's not everybody who can do this." And 
I said, "Yeah, not everybody is as crazy as we are, either." 
Most people wouldn't want to do it. I think it's like anything-
if you want to fly, that's all you want to do. You see these kids 
who want to be divers. You get underwater and more or less 
on your own, and it gets competitive, 
too. You start racing, especially if 
you're laying pipe. You're trying to 
get down, get the pipe made up, get 
the gap reading, get the test on it and 
get off of it as quickly as you can. 
What was the strangest job you ever had? 
In '71, I was working in Brazil and the macumba lady 
had shut us down. We were putting the pipeline right out 
through the local fishing grounds, and in doing that we had to 
dynamite because it was all hard rock. We were killing their 
fish. The village went to the macumba lady and she put a hex 
on the job. Of course, all us Norteamericanos just laughed at 
it... We don't believe in that voodoo stuff." Well, I don't know 
how many tons of dynamite we had stored, but it all blew up 
one night. Then one of our tugs sank. Then one of our cranes 
burned up. Then a storm came in and wiped out our pipe barge, 
broke it in half and we lost a man, and all we could do was 
stand there on the beach watching it break up. The waves rolled 
this guy up and down a 90-foot cliff and killed him. Then 
another man went into a mental institution. Within about two 
weeks our equipment was completely wiped out. And winter 
was coming on. I was supposed to be down there about eight 
months at the most. Nothing to it, "duck soup." Well, it wasn't. 
So, with all the equipment down, there was nothing I could 
do. It would take us a year to get re-equipped and I couldn't 
be away from the family that long, so I came back. 
They asked me, "Why did you come back?" and I said, 
"Well, I don't believe in voodoo, but when the macumba lady 
said the hex will be lifted when one black man dies and one 
white man dies, I caught an airplane." And a white man did 
die. One of the engineers had come back to the States and he 
was out on a causeway; first day on the job somebody dropped 
a clamshell bucket on him and killed him. The black guy died 
in the storm. 
Did you ever do other types of work besides diving? 
In 1958, when I got paid off after working on the Hyperion, 
I had this great big check. So I said, "I know what I'm going 
to do ... "I'm going to retire and go into 
real estate." So I got myself a real es-
tate license and started selling real es-
tate. I think I averaged a nickel an 
hour that year. My youngest boy came 
to me and said, "Dad, are you yel-
low?" I said, "What do you mean?'' 
He said, "Well, all the guys say you're 
yellow because you quit diving!" I 
said, "No, I'm not yellow. I just 
thought I'd try something else." My 
boy said, "Well I'm getting tired of 
eating hamburger." 
I know the last section we laid on 
the Hyperion, it ended up 6.2 miles 
out to sea. I laid the last section on the 
South leg and luckily everything went 
fine. The type of rig we used on the 
Hyperion was a big jack-up rig called 
the George Ferris. They came out with 
8 pipe under the pontoon. You'd have 
to get the pipe laid, they rock it, you 
trip your sling and pick your pontoon 
up. I left the surface and left the bot-
tom with the pipe laid in 11 minutes 
in 210 feet of water, something like 
that. I got on deck and turned around 
to George Bowers who was the super-
intendent and said, "Well, what do you 
think of those apples?" "Well why 
didn't you do it before?" he said. "I 
just wanted to show you what we 
could do if we wanted to!" 
White Point, California, during construction 
of the 90-inch marine outfall. Diver Charles 
Lindquist is at the bottom of the ladder, and 
his son, Charles Jr., is tending his hose. 
Kennethe Knott is "suited-up" behind 
Charles Jr. From 20,000 Jobs Under the Sea 
Then Charlie Isabel called me up 
and said, "I got this job over in San 
Clemente to put in the Polaris launch-
ing base." I quit real estate and went 
right back into diving. That was in 
1959. It's a hard racket to get away 
from. It gets in your blood and that's 
all you want to do. Where I think I 
was very fortunate was, I got to learn 
under some really good men when I 
started commercially. These fellows 
were all ex-rum-runners; some of 
them were ex-felons, but they were 
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all good men. Damn, they knew their onions! They were good 
riggers, they were good barge men, and down deep they were 
darned good men. I learned more from them than I could have 
ever learned at school. 
I have a theory about divers. They're doing it the wrong 
way: they're sending them to school and then they go out to 
work. They should get journeymen in each craft, whether he's 
a welder or a pilebutt or a rigger, get the journeymen and send 
them to school. Then when they get out, they know what to 
do. It takes so long for you to learn the trade. Like the saying 
goes, "You can make a jackass sink." All you gotta do is put 
something on him and he'll sink. Back in the old days, they 
were accomplished riggers before they went underwater. I've 
always said a diver is nothing but a laborer with a pair of 
water-tight pants. 
If you don't know how to tie a knot or you don't know 
how to rig, what's the sense of putting you over the side? Learn 
that first. It doesn't take anything to teach a man how to dive. 
You need to get the other skills. That's what I felt about the 
Navy. When the war came along, we were so unprepared ... The 
best men we had were ex-civilians. 
Someone once said that luck happens when the times 
and the man are in sync. Your life seems to embody that 
concept. 
When I got through working on the Sand Island Outfall 
in Honolulu, I told my wife, "I can't make a living out here." 
You don't get big jobs and you have to chase the jobs; you 
can'tjust stay in one place and have them come to you. That's 
why I was so fortunate when I got out of the service because 
DIVIN 
Southern California was so far behind on all the utilities, that 
I was able to stay right here for a long time. The first time I 
went away from home was to San Diego and that was in '61, 
'62. Up until that time we had Redondo, El Segundo, Hun-
tington Beach, Santa Monica, everything was close. It was a 
golden era. I would have starved to death if I'd stayed in Ha-
waii. I had a different view of Hawaii than most people, be-
cause I went out there first in '39 as a serviceman, and it was 
"dogs and sailors keep off the grass." Dogs got first billing! I 
saw a different side of the island than most people ... .! saw the 
serviceman's side. I went out there before the fleet came out; 
the fleet didn't come out until1940, and that's when the battle-
ships moved in. It was an interesting time in history. 
I made the shit list on my ship because I didn't want to 
stay on in Hawaii and be a diving instructor. I wanted to get 
over on the wagons and do some work. The bosun was an 
alcoholic, and he and I weren't getting along very well. He 
said, "You know, you're on the shit list." I said, "Sir, my gear 
is packed, I'm ready to go." About 2 days later I get a call to 
report to Captain Curtis on Ford Island. They said I'd only be 
gone for a week. This was in August of 1942. So I report to 
Ford Island and here's Captain Curtis, and another diver by 
the name of Hammer, and we flew down to New Caledonia. 
The CHICAGO was there - a torpedo hit her bow and opened 
her up- and when we get all through Curtis said, "You guys 
will go on the NAvAJo." I had a pair of dungarees and 35 cents, 
no records, nothing. I was on her until we went into Sydney 
and my records came aboard. They finally got mad and trans-
ferred me to the NAvAJo. I was 2nd class ship fitter at the time, 
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Kenny Knott in 2000. 
Photo by Leslie Jacobs 
so the diving officer said, "Kenny, you'll have to take your exams 
for First Class." I hadn't even cracked a book, but he said, "Come 
down anyway, you'll have your exam tonight." 
I went down there and he asked me three questions: "How deep 
is the ocean?" "How blue is the sky?" and "Which way is the wind 
blowing?" And that's the way I made First Class. 
The way I made Chief was, we had just put the PRESERVER ARS8 
in commission and we headed toward Honolulu. We got halfway 
out there and one night the mess cook jumped over the side. I was 
down in my bunk when I heard "Man overboard!" I get back on the 
fantail and here's this guy bobbing up and down. The Captain shut 
the ship down and I told this kid to get a coil of 21-thread and I 
threw on a life jacket, tied a knot around me and jumped in after this 
jerk. I'd swim up to him and he'd swim away from me. And that 
water was colder than hell! The old man turns the ship around and 
picks the man up and picks me up. They brought me a shot of whis-
key, I took a hot shower and went to bed. The next morning, the 
Captain called me to the bridge and told me, "Kenny, you are a Chief 
Petty Officer as of now." I figured if I could get two more mess 
cooks to jump over the side, I'd be Lieutenant Commander by the 
time we got to Pearl! I've been lucky all my life. 
Editor's note. For more of Kenny's adventures see 20,000 Jobs 
Under the Sea by Torrance Parker, available from HDSUSA. 
More of this interview with Kenny Knott can be found on our home page link at www.hds.org. 
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SCUBA WORKSHOP 
EDUCATION THROUGH PRESERVATION 
Dedicated to the preservation and restoration of our 
scuba equipment heritage. 
PROJECT ONE CONTINUED 
DIVAIR Twin Hose Regulator 
Welcome to our second installment of SCUBA 
WORKSHOP. In this issue we continue the restoration of 
our exemplar 1957 Divair twin hose scuba regulator. We 
begin with production of our new molds and molded parts, 
then we clean and assemble the regulator with commen-
tary on the regulator's design and features. We finish by 
doing a "wet" pool test of the finished product. Our breath-
ing tests will be against our two performance standards; a 
restored U.S. Divers Royal Aqua Master twin hose regu-
lator and a surface suction manometer. A test dive will 
follow with our PROJECT TWO in the next issue of His-
torical Diver. This data will be included on a master chart 
of all the Scuba units we restore. 
Our late model Divair twin hose regulator features an 
up stream pressure single stage valve in a plastic housing, 
fitted to a high pressure bottle on the diver's back. Two 
hoses loop one over each shoulder and connect to a mouth-
piece tee in front of the diver. The right hose delivers air 
to the diver and the left exhausts spent air overboard. Our 
Divair uses the Hope-Page non-return valve mouthpiece 
designed by Rory Page in the early 1950's. It was for use 
on any two hose regulator and was fitted to the late model 
Divair and early model Healthways regulators. It is a nicely 
manufactured unit that provides directional control to the 
diver's breathing air and prevents water from entering the 
intake hose through the use of the "now" standard mush-
Steps used in the production of the 
Hope-Page mouthpiece 
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room flapper valves mounted in a thermo-phenolic plas-
tic housing. The actual rubber bit was featured as a "soft 
as velvet" mouthpiece in early advertising. On our Divair 
the neoprene mouth bit had hardened and cracked over 
time and forced us to replicate the old item. 
In our previous article we had just begun to manufac-
ture the mouthpiece mold. We had supported our stereolyth 
hard resin mouthpiece plug on a mandrel centered in our 
mold box and now we poured in soft tool molding com-
pound, molding compound. When this had cured we split 
the mold, removed our plug, mold released the inner sur-
faces and reassembled the two halves. This cavity, when 
filled, produced a beautiful replica of our master plug in 
soft white urethane. 
Then we directed our attention to the destroyed dia-
phragm. By careful examination of the old part, Peter 
Readey, of Steam Machines, Inc., reconstructed the dia-
phragm using his ProDesktop CAD (Computer Aided De-
sign) program. With this new system the dimension codes 
were sent directly to his CNC station to machine the molds 
to exacting shapes and tolerances from hard plastic blocks. 
The male and female molds were then fitted together and 
injected with a similar urethane to produce the soft bell 
shaped diaphragm. 
To the center of the urethane part we riveted the plas-
tic disc stiffeners and stopped to admire our handiwork. 
The sample diaphragm was tough but pliable and fit the 
mounting flange on the regulator perfectly. A tiny bead, 
on the inside of the diaphragm lip, fits in an equally tiny 
groove on the regulator flange. This prevents the dia-
phragm from slipping off the flange when the thin metal 
retaining clamp is tightened around the diaphragm. This 
groove needs to be clean and sharp in order to retain the 
diaphragm securely. 
During the initial inspection and disassembly of the 
Divair we purchased a compartmented plastic box and 
used this to store and organize our parts and spares. We 
also located all available data, manuals and spare parts 
lists. Fred Robert's book, Basic Scuba, offered a step-by-
step overhaul guide with exploded views and a parts list. 
Fellow HDS member, Dan Barringer (Vintage Scuba Sup-
ply in Selma, Oregon), provided us with his manuals from 
DCA and Healthways, and the author provided his own 
parts lists ordered from Unity Divers Service back in 1965. 
It was this parts sheet that provided us with clues to the 
last variant of the Divair, the "F" model and the last 
changes that the regulator design would undergo. 
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All "0" rings were replaced with new ones of the same 
dimensions and made of Buna N material. The plastic and 
rubber parts were cleaned with hot soapy water and then a 
disinfectant solution. All steel was subjected to a quick 
bath in vinegar (5% acidity) cut with equal parts water, 
and a scrub with hot soapy water followed to remove cor-
rosion and the acid. 
Be careful not to leave your parts in this acid wash 
too long, as the chrome will start to disappear. Several of 
our chrome parts, including the diaphragm clamp, had suf-
fered from saltwater damage and needed to be re-plated, 
so we had the parts reworked. You will need to thoroughly 
strip the steel bare before plating. A copper and a nickel 
coat are needed before the chrome will adhere to the part. 
The first part to assemble is the high-pressure block. 
This part is modified to the "F" configuration by install-
ing the metal tipped nylon valve seat, the valve spring and 
the coarse screen, and then replacing the two fine screens 
with a# 012 '0' ring and a sintered screen. These are held 
in the block with the snap ring. Notice that the snap ring 
has a sharp edge on one side and a rounded edge on the 
other. This is a result of manufacturing by a stamping pro-
cess. 
Be sure to use a fine pair of bent nosed snap ring pli-
ers and insert the ring with the sharp edge toward the out-
side so that it grips the inside edge of the groove in the 
block (you did clean the groove, didn't you?). Place a small 
amount of silicon lube on the outer threads of the block. 
The yoke assembly, the high-pressure block and its large 
washers can then be installed as a unit, with the valve pin 
carefully placed into the end of the block. As you thread 
the block into the regulator body slip the small primary 
lever into the housing and nest the valve pin into the lever's 
groove and then tum in the block snugly. It is not neces-
sary to tighten the block much more than hand tight. 
Now place the little reserve stop bar under the pri-
mary lever and assemble the reserve arm parts using lube 
on its shaft and on the small screw threads. This is a good 
time to use new stainless screws if yours are damaged. 
The secondary lever now fits into its grooves and the pivot 
plate holds it in place. Here you will find a few more "F" 
modifications to follow up on. The screws holding the pivot 
plate in place are counter sunk into the plate and the sec-
ondary adjusting screw and lock nut are done away with. 
This provides clearance for the "F" style diaphragm. You 
can now place the regulator on a tank and slowly open the 
valve. 
It is always a wise precaution to keep your face away 
from the front of the regulator when applying pressure, in 
case anything fails. Press on the secondary lever and you 
should hear air escape but no leaks when the lever is re-
leased. If need be, the small adjusting screw can be ad-
justed, but first check to see that the high-pressure valve 
is seating and clean. The regulator is now ready for the 
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Compartmented plastic box used to store 
and organize parts and spares 
diaphragm. Make sure the seating flange is clean and then 
install the diaphragm, slipping the retaining clamp over 
the edge of the diaphragm. Make sure it is snug, but do 
not over tighten the clamping screw or you could extrude 
the urethane out from under the clamp. Now test the op-
eration again and you are ready to install the cover. No-
tice that there is no exhaust valve at the regulator end of 
the exhaust hose. The waste air literally bubbles out the 
end of the hose through a slot in the housing. This may 
have been one way to get around a Cousteau/Gagnan 
patent. Also notice that with the new diaphragm you won't 
need the little plastic tubes that fit over the cover screws 
to protect the early diaphragms. The "F" diaphragm necks 
inward at this point and is the reason for the major "F" 
design changes in the first place. 
Hoses and the new mouthpiece are now assembled 
and tested to see that the one way valves are working in 
the correct direction. Add the hoses to the regulator and 
you are almost ready to test in the pool. Suction tests with 
the bottle turned off will show any leaks, and turned on 
will, or should, give air easily. Also, some experimenta-
tion will be necessary to find the correct adjustment for 
the reserve arm and shaft. 
The Divair is really a simple, single stage, regulator 
with the inherent problems of trying to feed air easily to 
the diver at all cylinder pressures through the one valve. 
The plastic housing is quite elegant in design and the high-
pressure parts are well made. It is the diaphragm, even 
with the 'F' models, that really makes one nervous. The 
way it mounts to the narrow flange with the thin, corro-
sion prone clamp, is kind of iffy and the lack of a proper 
exhaust valve allows the exhaust hose to take on water 
and increase the exhalation effort. For America's first mass-
produced scuba regulator it's not too bad, in its final con-
figuration. 
More information on this article can be found on our 
home page link at www.hds.org. ~~ 
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20,000 Leagues Under the Sea in 2000 
The 27th World Underwater Film Festival, 
Antibes, France 
Text and photographs by Leslie Leaney 
Diving history was the major theme of the 27th World 
Underwater Film Festival held at Antibes, on the French 
Riviera, in November 2000. As usual, the Festival was 
well attended and HDS members from America, Mexico, 
Australia, UK, Canada, Holland, France, and Italy were 
present. A 'who's who' of French diving past and present 
again turned out in force. If there is one gathering in the 
world that attracts historical diving figures, then this is it. 
The films and photography here are always spectacular 
but Christian Petron's Danse avec les Baleines (Dance 
with the Whales) was the one everybody was talking about. 
A remarkable piece of filmmaking by this accomplished 
and likable man. 
Diving History Seminar. This year's theme was Jules 
Verne's 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea in 2000, and a com-
plete day's seminar was allotted to this program. The semi-
nar was coordinated by Maurice Braud, and was opened 
by the Festival's Honorary President, 
Luigi Ferraro of HDS Italia, who em-
phasized the importance of diving his-
tory and Verne's role in it. 
Knowlton of Ocean Futures, that showed all the underwa-
ter footage shown in the actual movie. 
The next speaker was HDS-USA's French represen-
tative Philippe Rousseau who gave an interesting presen-
tation of some of the historic diving equipment that he 
had located over the years. Titled "The Passion of a Col-
lector," Philippe's slides showed some of the rarer items 
of French surface supplied and self contained diving gear. 
Rousseau was followed by Lucien Viers and Muriel 
Pessik from Espalion's Musee du Scaphandre. Muriel gave 
a very detailed presentation on the Musee and the work-
ings of the Rouquayrol Denayrouze apparatus that had 
made the village internationally famous. 
The afternoon session began with French researcher 
Olivier Musard. A doctor of Geography, Musard deliv-
ered a paper tracing the first images of submarine life that 
were committed to paper/skins, long before diving equip-
The first speaker was HDS-USA's 
Leslie Leaney who gave a presentation 
titled "Jules Verne and the World's First 
Underwater Movie-1916." He was 
joined at the podium by Jean-Michel 
Cousteau who acted as translator. To-
gether they presented the story of the 
Williamson Brothers' epic movie 
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, high-
lighted with a series of slides of the 
Williamson Brothers Photosphere. This 
was followed by a video edited by Jim 
HDS ltalia's Mr. and Mrs. Luigi Ferraro at 
Mr. Ferraro's 86th birthday party 
hosted by Lee and Laurie Selisky Rare George Commeinhes scuba 
system with full-face mask on display 
at the Musee Frederick Dumas booth 
Historical divers Albert Falco, Jacques Mayo/ 
and Jean-Michel Cousteau 
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French members Daniel Jan and Philipe Caresse of HDSUSA 
pose with helmets from various collections at the HDSUSA booth 
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ment regularly took man under the sea. He used several 
wood prints of serpent-like fish to effectively illustrate 
his lecture. 
Maurice Braud introduced the film Hans Hass, The 
Man Who Discovered the Sea, which has yet to be aired in 
America, and features Stan Waterman, Al Giddings, Ernie 
Brooks, and Sylvia Earle. Part of the film was shot at the 
HDS-USA Hans and Lotte Hass Film Festival in 1998, 
and the classic early Hass footage and the appearance of 
XARIFA really enthralled the audience. 
Following the film, French sport diving historian 
Monik Borowitch of Brest gave a brief paper on part of 
her research into early free-diving and food gathering ac-
tivities in the Mediterranean. 
Yves Maucherat gave 
a very precise slide presen-
tation on the various 
unique items contained in 
the Musee Frederic 
Dumas. The Musee con-
tains many items relating 
to Dumas' involvement 
with early Mediterranean 
spearfishing and his work 
with Tailliez and Cousteau. 
The Musee is at Sanary-
sur-Mer and Mr. 
Maucherat is its President. 
The final presentation Rare Bikkers helmet on 
was a new video by Jean-display courtesy of Nautiek 
Michel Cousteau and 
Catherine Mabilat entitled Manfish. The video tells the 
brief story of the self contained equipment of Jacques-
Yves Cousteau, Rouquayrol Denayrouze and Le Prieur. 
Jean-Michel, Rousseau and Leaney are shown diving the 
HDS Mexico President Manual Lazcano, HDSUSA 
Chairman Lee Selisky and HDS Italia 's 
Giancarlo Bartolli 
actual original equipment in various locations in France. 
The seminar closed with a warm and humorous speech 
from Luigi Ferraro who, along with Festival President 
Daniel Mercier, presented each presenter with a souvenir 
of the event. 
Diving History Exhibit. The exhibit was put together 
by Philippe Rousseau and featured items from various pri-
vate collections as well as the Musee Frederic Dumas and 
the Musee Espalion. It was set up around a custom built 
booth shell that resembled the bulkheads and hatches of a 
sunken submarine. Quite naturally there was a lot of Eu-
ropean equipment on display, some of which has prob-
ably never been seen in America. Among the traditional 
helmets were a very rare Bikkers from Holland, Scauda, 
Petit, Peil, and Denayrouze from France, an unusual La 
Spiro technique from Spain, Galeazzi of Italy, a Danish 2-
bolt, Medi from East Germany, Draeger from Germany, 
Siebe Gorman from England, Russian helium and air, and 
a couple of USA shallow water helmets plus a Mark V. 
Swim gear hats included Comex, Piel, Draeger, Superlite 
17, Draeger gas reclaim Superlite 17, AH2 and others. 
Being France, there was some super rare self contained 
Front row, left to right, Jacques Mayo[, Albert Falco, Capitaine Philippe Tailliez, Christian 
Petron, and Andre Laban, with Jean-Michel Cousteau (standing) 
at a screening of Jean-Michel's Manfish movie. 
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equipment on display. A stunning George Commeinhes 
twin set complete with regulator and mask was displayed 
at the Dumas booth, and a complete La Prieur system 
also drew an interested crowd. Espalion had the early 
Rouquayrol Denayrouze unit on display and La 
Spirotechnique brought along a model of the second se-
ries of Cousteau Gagnan regulator, complete with gas 
mask hoses. Assorted pumps, rebreathers, and diving 
equipment mannequins of Beauve and Klingert equip-
ment rounded out the historical exhibit. The whole dis-
play was very impressive and Daniel Mercier is to be 
congratulated on having the foresight to hire Philippe 
Rousseau to assemble such a unique grouping of rare 
equipment. It must have taken a lot of work and good-
will. 
Regular readers of Historical Diver will know that 
the HDS-USA, along with Jean-Michel Cousteau and 
Ocean Futures, has been an exhibitor at this festival for 
the last few years. Our attendance at the festival is made 
Overcome with raw French emotion at the huge success of the 
diving history seminar, Festival President Daniel Mercier 
showers affection on a somewhat less than amorous Luigi 
Ferraro. (And we thought the Italians liked this sort of Euro 
camraderie.) Witnesses to this Med lovefest are (l tor) Philippe 
Rousseau, Leslie Leaney, Maurice Braud and Lucien Viers. 
© 20000 Festival Antibes 
possible by the generosity of Daniel Mercier and the financial support of the attending HDS-USA members who pay 
their own airfare, transportation, accommodation and meals. The HDS-USA has no out of pocket expenses for this 
show which is entirely supported by our individual members from France and America. The theme of the 2001 Festi-
val will be underwater Canada and it is hoped that HDS Canada will be able to participate. 
More HDS-USA photos of diving history at Antibes can be seen at www.hds.org. More info. on the 2001 festival 
can be found at www.underwater-festival.com. 
TM 
Protect the ocean and you protect yourself 
Ocean Futures 
is proud to support 
The Historical Diving Society 
Please check us out at 
WWW .oceanfutures.com 
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April27-29, 2001 
Donald E. Stephens Convention Center 
Rosemont, Illinois 
(near Chicago O'Hare airport) 
featuring Jean-Michel Cousteau , 
HDS Booth, Exhibits, Seminars, 
Film Festival, and more 
www.ourworldunderwater.com 
DC Western 
Chapter Meeting 
June 1-2, 2001 
Marriot Hotel Downtown 
Portland, Oregon 
Technical Seminars, Exhibits, Banquet 
HDS Booth and presentation 
Phone 503-639-2644 
email jack@ divesafety.com 
71 00 Airport Highway 
Pennsauken, NJ. 
Tel: 856-488-4499 
Fax: 856-488-4343 
www.mar-vel.com 
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Abalone Divers Get 
My Goat 
by Dick Anderson 
Dick Anderson's after dinner speech at the HDS Banquet 
in October last year generated so much response that we 
are publishing a printed version of one of the stories he 
told. If you were not there, this is a small sample of what 
you misssed. 
When Juan Cabrillo sailed up the California coast in 
1542, according to local folklore, he left a few domestic goats 
on some of the Channel Islands. This may have been acci-
dental or it may have been breeding stock for the benefit of 
later explorations. And, according to seafaring lore, some of 
these goats may have been pets with names like Sweetie, 
Trixie and Holdstill. At any rate, they flourished. Unfortu-
nately, translocated animals (including man, as this tale il-
lustrates) most often play the role of biological weeds, sur-
viving at the expense of the native flora and fauna. On San 
Clemente the Navy has been waging war with the goats for 
fifty years or so. The goats may be winning. 
On Catalina they handle the problem with a lot less fan-
fare. In fact, no fanfare at all, as far as I know. There have 
been a lot of goats on Catalina, but they're not overrunning 
the streets of Avalon. 
One of the first diving-adventure tales that ever inspired 
me was about a couple of footloose guys who cruised around 
Catalina, dived all the time, and ate a lot of abalone and lob-
ster. But that ain't all. When these guys craved red meat they'd 
spot a tender, young kid on a steep cliff over the water. With 
one well-aimed shot the kid would fall right into the ocean 
and the pair would simply cruise over and pull it aboard. 
That night the kid would serve the purpose his ancestors es-
caped. He was roasted over a driftwood fire and devoured 
by ravenous seafarers. 
I guess this kind of stuff would appeal to a lot of young-
sters and I don't feel too guilty about admitting that it in-
spired me some. In those days it sounded a lot better than 
going to school or getting a job. I never did go out of my way 
to kill things, so it took me a long time to get around to 
doing it myself. 
~ In the late fifties I palled around 
?;s-~ occasionally with a couple of ac-
'C" tors who liked to dive and cruise 
-.-.' around Catalina. One was named 
f-,_ Dick Norris. Among other things, 
he is immortalized in that epic, 
BEAST FROM 20,000 FATHOMS. 
He's the picturesque crewman who 
says, "GULP!" when the awe-
_':l. some beast swallows him and 
-,;;;;;;;:::_..----~-
' ~ - the aging scientist - diving 
bell and all. It's the classic 
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Anderson's Tales 
understatement in 
filmdom. The 
other actor was 
Britt Lomond. You 
will remember him 
as the unlikeable 
Spanish Commandante in the Zarro series. 
No one ever seemed to have any money on these trips. I 
never had any money to speak of. I'd heard a lot about it but 
didn't have much actual contact with it. Norris and Lomond 
never had any money either - that they would admit to. I 
always had the feeling that each of them got more unem-
ployment compensation than my annual salary. It didn't seem 
quite fair because it was my boat we were cruising around 
on. (And as a side note: If you've ever owned a boat you 
know that people who go out on other folks' boats like to 
feel that the gas tank is filled by osmosis). 
Anyway, one long weekend we three cruised over to 
Avalon. Always short of money, we were going to live off 
the fat of the land. After a lot of lobster and abalone (an 
instance of overlapping seasons, I better add), we decided it 
was time for some red meat procured in the classic cliff-shot 
manner. But, by the time we actually got around to doing it, 
Norris and Lomond had developed other interests. The 
worldly demeanor of those two glib actors was just too much 
for the Avalon beach girls to resist, and the guys couldn't 
bear to pull themselves away. "You go get the goat, Ander-
son, and we'll interview for some cooks," they said. 
I was more hungry than lonely anyway. That roasting 
kid seemed pretty appealing right then. I rowed out to my 
boat and cruised down to the East End. Here steep cliffs rise 
above the water and narrow rocky beach. I spotted three goats 
on the face of the cliff, one tender looking kid, one chewy 
looking nanny and a grizzly old ram. I drew a bead on the 
kid and squeezed off a shot. Missed! 
The kid scampered up and over the crest of the cliff be-
fore I could even re-cock. The nanny wasn't waiting either. I 
got off one more shot before she jumped out of sight. A clean 
miss. Dinner was disappearing fast. The two shots -finally 
got the attention of the big ram. He turned his head slowly 
and looked at me. Then he began plodding carefully up the 
cliff. Having once escaped from Juan Cabrillo, he wasn't 
too worried about me. 
Now, I had always heard that kids were tender and deli-
cious, and that young nannies were okay, and that old rams 
were tough as U.S. Royals. But hunger had a way of dimin-
ishing the negative aspects of the hunt. I figured if I bagged 
the ram we could pound the steaks like abalone and eat for a 
month. I sighted in on the ram and fired. Whap! The ram 
froze for an instant and then peeled off into space. He didn't 
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splash into the water as the old scenario related; he crashed 
down onto the rocky beach. I couldn't just drive the boat 
over and hoist him aboard. I'd have to anchor and go get him. 
The anchorage in that immediate area wasn't good. The 
bottom was shallow and sandy. I had to let out a lot of scope 
on the anchor line to get a good hook up. Another problem 
was getting the big ram out to the boat. I wasn't sure he would 
float, so I got out an inflatable scuba vest to put on him. Then 
I stripped to my shorts and swam to shore. 
That goat was a lot bigger than I thought. I mean, he 
weighed something like two hundred pounds. It was a real 
effort just to drag the carcass down the sloping beach. I put 
the scuba vest on the goat, fastened it securely and blew it 
full of air. Then I dragged the ram out as far as I could and 
started swimming.lt wasn't easy. That goat was big and heavy, 
and had a lot of resistance to the water. I couldn't get a good 
kick either, because his legs were hanging down in the way. 
Thoughts of hungry white sharks were trying to overpower 
my waning macho. 
Then, quite suddenly, the afternoon surface chop came 
up, along with a brisk breeze. I began gasping in a lot of 
water with each labored inhalation. Next, I was startled al-
most into coronary arrest by a sudden bump on the leg and 
dark shapes zipping through the chalky water around me. 
SHARKS! I thought, and released the goat. It wasn't sharks. 
It was a group of curious sea lions. At that point I was nearing 
the low ebb of my goat meat enthusiasm. I grabbed a mas-
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sive hom and resumed swimming. Somehow I wasn't hav-
ing much fun. Instead of getting closer, the boat seemed to 
be getting farther away. The wind was pushing the boat to 
the opposite end of its anchor line radius. It was a long, hard 
SWim. 
By the time I got the goat to the boat I had sucked in so 
much seawater, and was so overexerted, I was reeling and 
almost sick. I climbed aboard and really strained to get the 
goat up and over the gunnel. It was hopeless. I was just too 
worn out and weak to get him aboard. And that poor soggy 
goat smelled so strong I did get sick. Really sick. As my 
stomach heaved in protest, I just let go of the goat and col-
lapsed on the deck for five or ten minutes. After I regained 
my composure and pulled anchor, the goat, along with my 
scuba vest, was lost in a sea of whitecaps. 
Back in Avalon it took a while to locate Norris and 
Lomond and their fan club. "Where's the goat, Anderson?" 
they asked in unison. I told them the story. They didn't be-
lieve me. It became a running gag that went on all evening. 
We were still arguing about it at ten o'clock that night when 
we went into the Marlin Club. As usual it was noisy, but this 
evening the noise was mainly concentrated on two slightly 
inebriated abalone divers who were trying their best to con-
vince a houseful of unbelieving patrons that they had just 
found a two hundred pound goat, five miles at sea, wearing a 
scuba vest. 
PRO. TE.C.O. SUB.-/TAL Y 
is managed by M. Letizia Galeazzi the grand-
daughter of the "THE MAG/CAN OF THE 
DEPTH" and today as yesterday we con-
tinue to manufacture and repair the diverfs 
helmet equipment, with the antique 
handcraft techniques. 
protecosub@col.it 
Loc. Lagoscuro - 7 9020 CEPARANA 
/TAL/A 
Tel. +39/0 7 87.932264 
Fax +39/0 7 87.934699 
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\ uction Report 
h~ Leslie Leane~ 
Photos courtesy Christie's Images 
Christie's 
South Kensington, London 
November 9, 2000 
Almost 30 thirty lots of diving related items were on the block along with a 
submarine photographic archive at Christie's. Siebe Gorman helmets again 
dominated the sale and some bargains were to be had by the alert collector. 
The realised prices for the complete maritime sale totaled $1,774,960 
(£1,183,307). Descriptions are edited from the Christie's catalog. For fuller 
details please refer to the catalog. Prices include 17.5% buyers premium. Con-
version rate £1= $1.50 
An unusual 12/4 bolt combination diving helmet by Eric Anderson 
(Sweden), unnumbered, circa 1930's? Sold $12,337 (£8,225) 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. 12 bolt helmet #11192, matching, circa 1950's. Sold $5,640 (£3,760) 
Siebe Gorman 12 bolt helmet,# 19547, matching, circa 1960's. Sold $2,995 (£1997) 
Early 20th century Siebe Gorman & Co. 12 bolt diving helmet #2071, matching, circa 1910. Sold $11,455 (£7637) 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. 12 bolt diving helmet, #19289 on #15609. Also a pair of weights and boots. Sold $2,995 
(£1,997) 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. 3-bolt Lightweight diving helmet. This helmet had some components stamped "Heinke" 
and was listed as being produced during the period when Siebe had just bought the Heinke company. Also a pair of 
weights and boots. Sold $2,995 (£1,997) 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. Admiralty Pattern 6-bolt diving helmet#15721, matching. Also a pair of boots and weights. 
Sold $3,172 (£2,115) 
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Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. 12 bolt diving helmet# 19136, matching. Sold $3,348 (£2,232) 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. Admiralty Pattern 6-bolt diving helmet #12988, matching. Sold $3,348 (£2,232) 
Siebe Gorman Admiralty Pattern 6-bolt diving helmet# 18264, matching, circa mid 20th century. Also a pair of weights 
and brass soled boots stamped Siebe Gorman. Sold $2,643 (£1,762) 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. Davis Pattern 6-bolt diving helmet#18401, matching. Also a pair of boots and weights. Sold 
$3,172 (£2,115) 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. 12 bolt diving helmet# 18885, matching, circa 1950's. Also a pair of weights and boots. 
Sold $3,700 (£2,467) 
A late 20th century Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. 3-bolt lightweight harbour helmet, unnumbered. Also a pair of weights 
and boots. Sold $2,467 (£1,645) 
Other Items Sold at Auction 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. 6-bolt diving helmet #12991, matching. Sold £1645 
Draeger 3-bolt diving helmet, #364 on #2602. Sold $1,763 (£1,175) 
Late 20th century 12-bolt Chinese helmet and suit, two early demand valves by Heinke and Siebe Gorman, a pair of 
diving boots, a Siebe Gorman knife belt, two pairs of scuba fins. Sold $880 (£587) 
A two cylinder two-man diving pump by Siebe Gorman & Co. circa 1900's. Sold $4,582 (£3,055) 
A Russian three cylinder one man diving pump. circa 1988. Sold $1,321 (£881) 
A rocking cylinder booster pump by Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. Sold $87 (£58) 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. two-man mahogany box telephone model133, circa 1920's. Sold $1,321 (£881) 
One Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. Mk 9 telephone #626, and a DiverCom Mk 17 telephone. Sold $175 (£117) 
Collection of historic diving postcards. Approx. 25 cards of assorted diving images, some repeats. Sold $969 (£646) 
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(Above) Marchetti-Tomassi: Nuovo trattato sulla vera 
rettificazione del circolo misurato esattamente con il diamtro 
second edition, 1817. a reprint of the original 1799 edition 
in which the Italian invention of the submarine is claimed. 
Sold £446. 
(Left) Milne, J: Plans for the floating off, of stranded ves-
sels and for raising those that have foundered, Daniel Lizars, 
Edinburgh, 1828. Two engraved drawings, thirty pages of 
descriptions. Sold $705 (£470) 
DES CO CORPORATION 
has been building quality diving helmets since 1937. We continue to 
produce a full line of helmets including the U.S. Navy Mark V, 3 and 4 
Light Commercial, Sponge, Abalone, Agar, Shallow Water, and our newest 
addition the Browne Commercial helmet. DESCO builds all of our helmets 
to the original specifications, with the same materials, and in some cases 
the same tooling. 
DESCO also sells related equipment such as, shoes, weightbelts, valves & 
fittings, tools, and the U.S. Navy Divers Knife. We also sell novelty items 
and apparel with a diving theme. 
For more information: 
DESCO Corporation 
240 N. Milwaukee Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 
Phone 414-272-2371 
Fax 414-272-2373 
diveq@execpc.com 
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www.divedesco.com 
www.descocorp.homestead.com 
www.descohistory .homestead. com 
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Classic Di\ ing Equipment Groups Due to the prevailing liability laws in America the HDSUSAdoes 
not conduct any in-water activities. Some American based divers 
have formed groups to restore, operate and preserve the classic equipment of America's rich diving heritage. These groups often 
contain divers who are members of the HDSUSA. The activities of these groups are not official HDSUSA functions and the 
HDSUSA is not involved in any of the activities of these groups, a sad situation that the HDSUSA is forced to endure. This column 
is produced solely for the interest of our readers. Please consult the HDSUSA disclaimer at the front of this issue. 
The Treasure Coast WEG has its first rally of the summer planned at 
Marineland, Florida. Located 18 miles south of St. Augustine, and 35 
miles north of Daytona Beach, on scenic A 1 A. This will be your chance 
to grab your helmet and/or double hose regulator and dive in one of the 
oldest aquariums in the United States. There is a campground on site 
and plenty of motels in the area. All interested in making this dive 
please email captjohn@hybdiving.com, and as soon as we finalize a 
date with Marineland I'll let you know. For our second rally we would 
like to return to Jules' Undersea Lodge in Key Largo, later this summer 
and dive with our friends Rick Ford and Dr. Lance Rennka at their one-
of-a-kind facility. Last year much fun was had by all, and this year 
should be even better!! Our big historical event this year is going to be 
doing demonstrations dives in MK-V gear off the USS HOGA YT-146 
in Diana Fl. Gina Silvestri and a group of hard workers are in the pro-
cess of acquiring and restoring this famous WW II tug. It's the last 
serving ship from Pearl Harbor and Gina is looking for volunteers to 
help with this project. The Treasure Coast WEG has many impromptu 
dives and if you would like to get involved please contact us. 
Joe Grace diving a TOA Pearler, and 
Mike Russo in a 1918AJ MORSE Commercial 
The Undersea Heritage & Exploration Society in Austin, Texas is get-
ting into diving mode for spring 2001. For a list of upcoming spring and 
summer dive rallies and other UHEXSO events please check the Events 
Section of our web site at: www.uhexso.org or e-mail us at 
uhexso@ airmail. net. 
Yes, UHEXSO divers do windows too 
Central Coast Working Equipment Group 
On July 13-15, the group is co-sponsoring a Heavy Gear Diving weekend workshop 
with Santa Barbara City College Marine Diving Technology Department. Certified 
divers and diving enthusiasts will dive U.S. Navy Mark V, Abalone and Kirby Morgan 
Air helmets. Instructors include Bob Kirby, Skip Dunham, Bob Christensen, Scrap 
Lundy, Don Barthelmess and Dr. Hugh Greer. The cost of the workshop is $375 which 
includes materials, instruction and a BBQ lunch on Saturday. The workshop is limited 
to 16 persons, so apply now to reserve your spot. For further information contact 805-
965-0581 ext 2427 or email barthelm@sbcc.net. 
California Classic Equipment Divers 
On January 26, 2001, the CCED held a special meeting to present awards to those who have done so much for the 
group during the past year. An award of appreciation went to Dr. William "Pete" Lee, Director of the Los Angeles 
Maritime Museum, for all his time and support. Dr. Lee has worked with us to present and promote the Labor Day 
Dive Demonstration and Display held annually at the Museum, and has provided us with a room for our bi-monthly 
meetings. Torrance Parker also received an award of appreciation for his support, encouragement and friendship. 
Torrance is a charter member and has freely offered his advice and shared his knowledge of diving. He was also 
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instrumental in helping us draft the Safe Practices Guidelines this past 
year. 
The following day, January 27, we dove at the College of 
Oceaneering in Wilmington. We had 15 hard hat divers and three using 
classic scuba gear. It was a relaxed day, with everyone having a lot of 
fun trying out four of the new Chinese hats that were purchased last 
fall. The chance to dive a Mark V was won by Fawn Martin. However, 
after picking up the Mark V, she opted to take her dive using one of the 
new Chinese hats. Fawn is from Missouri and will be attending the 
C.O.O.later this year. Retired Navy diver, Harold Nething brought along 
an album of pictures from the 1950's to share with everyone. We were 
also pleased to have Ace Parnell join us for the day. Another rally has 
been scheduled at the C.O.O. on April 28 along with their Student Ap-
preciation Day. 
Pete Lee, Charlie Orr and Torrance Parker 
Our website address has been changed slightly and can now be accessed at www.geocities.com/cced_barstad. The 
website is updated regularly. 
MOAV 
In January 2001, MOAV manned the "Working Equipment Group" booth, 
(provided by DEMA and HDSUSA) at the Diving Equipment and Manu-
factures Association show, in New Orleans. Manning the booth were 
MOAVBilly (Bill Gronvold), MOAVDickie (Richard Lowe), MOAVRuss 
(Russell Potocki) and lots of neat helmets and gear provided by the MOAV 
members. We were able to see old friends and meet new ones, as well as 
meeting other "Working Equipment Group" members from all over the 
United States and Canada. Divers from all around the world stopped by 
the booth. Some asked questions about the heavy gear others reminisced 
about the days when they dove heavy gear. We also had several seasoned 
commercial divers stop by the booth and had lengthy discussions with 
many of them concerning safety and other matters, which made the show 
a learning experience for us as well. We had many long conversations 
MOAV Billy at the DEMA HDS booth 
with divers interested in historical diving and were able to refer many of them to the "Working Equipment Groups" in 
their area by referring them to those "Working Equipment Groups" websites. MOAVBilly dressed in and strolled 
around the show, which drew much attention. All in all, we had a great time and were proud to do our part in promoting 
our hobby. Thank you to everyone that made it possible for us to participate. MOAV will be having monthly rallies 
from May to October of2001 and would like to invite all interested parties who will be in Texas during this time period 
to come and dive with us or simply stop by and visit. The dates for all our rallies are posted on the MOAV website at 
http://www.moav.net. If you will be joining us at a rally try to send an email to moavbilly@peoplepc.com or call 
Bill Gronvold at 281-861-6478.- Richard Lowe aka MOAV Dickie. 
-For details of regional rallies, meetings, etc. contact the following groups: 
The Undersea Heritage & Exploration Society. A Non-Profit Corporation. John F. Hoover, Executive Director. 
Phone 512-288-7067 www.geocities.com/-uhexso 
New Jersey. Northeast Diving Equipment Group. Jim Boyd, organizer. Phone 973-948-5618, 
www.geocities.com/jboyddiver 
Midwest Diving Equipment Group. Contact Gregg Platt at 847-854-7154 
Colorado Working Equipment Group. Contact Ross Boxlitner, RBOXL@aol.com 
Chicago. Midwest Working Equipment Group. Gregg Platt, organizer. Phone 874-854-7154 
California Classic Equipment Divers. Charlie Orr, organizer. Phone 310-834-7051 www.geocities.com/cced_barstad 
Florida's Treasure Coast. John Gallagan 954-989-1377, or Marc Cohen 954-565-9754 www.hybdiving.com 
California Central Coast Working Equipment Group. Scrap Lundy, organizer. Phone 805-963-4151. 
MOAV South East Texas. Bill Gronvold 281-861-6478 or moavbilly@moav.net 
New England Underwater Working Equipment Group. Paul Harling organizer. Phone 978-283-1220 
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HDS Canada Rally, 
in association with HDS-USA and HDS-SEAP, presents 
THE FIRST GREAT WHITE NORTH 
HISTORICAL DIVE IN 
May 26-28, 2001 
North Vancouver, British Columbia 
A three day historical diving event including lec-
tures, a tour of CAN-DIVE, a tour of Nuytco, antique 
gear collector seances, and in-water activities. Diving 
includes heavy gear, Kirby re-circulators, swim gear 
and demonstrations of Deep Worker and/or other sub-
mersible systems, (depending upon availability). 
Historical presentations by Phil Nuytten (HDS 
Canada), Leslie Leaney (HDS-USA), Bob Ramsay 
(HDS SEAP) and more. 
See historical commercial, military, and sports div-
ing equipment ranging from spearguns and two hose 
regulators, to the Lama, Newt Suit, Deep Worker and 
submarine rescue vehicle concepts. 
3-Day program costs US$50. LIMITED SPACES. 
First come, first served. For reservations contact: 
604-980-6262 or email nrl@direct.ca 
A Demonstration of the DIVING 
ENGINE by Jacob Rowe 
Limited First Edition of 750 num-
bered copies. 
The late seventeenth and early eigh-
teenth centuries saw an increased in-
terest in the business of diving, and a 
proliferation of new designs of equip-
ment. One of these divers was Jacob 
Rowe who used the "barrel" type of apparatus to salvage 
materials from the bottom of the sea. Rowe was a man of 
great drive and determination, achieving two remarkable 
feats of marine salvage, during an era when underwater 
salvage was just beginning in earnest. Here, for the first 
time, is printed his treatise on diving, describing in detail 
how his apparatus was constructed and used. Not only is 
Rowe's treatise the first known English monograph on 
diving, it is also one of only a handful of treatises on the 
subject, in any language, written during the eighteenth 
century. Rowe's manuscript is accompanied by an ac-
counting of his life and work by Mike Fardell and Nigel 
Phillips. Published by the HDS-UK in association with 
The National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, England. 
30 pages, facsimile manuscript and illustrations, hard 
bound in dust jacket. $30 plus $4 domestic. Contact us 
for overseas p&p. CA residents add 7.5% sales tax 
Mares America Corp. 
0 
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Shore Pointe, One Selleck St. 
Email: 
Norwalk, CT 06855 
Tel (203) 855-0631 
Fax (203) 866-9573 
Tech @maresscuba.com 
Sporasub @maresscuba.com 
Dacorsls@ divedacor.com 
Escape Gravitynt 
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- COLLECTIBLES FOR SALE -
1- Shades of "ON THE BOTIOM" Ellsberg U/W jetting nozzle. All 
rights sold to this collector. Over 8 lbs. of beautifully cast and ma-
chined bronze. Still used by Navy and commercial divers.$265., 
adapters extra. 
2- U.S.Navy Mk7 Swimmer delivery vehicle. Carries 2 fully equiped 
U.D.T. Divers or 4 lightly equiped ones. This is surplus and con-
tains no restricted or classified gear. $12,000. or trades? 
3-- Shallow Water Weights Each made with the origionallettering cast 
in, and the proper bolt holes. Miller Dunn Diving Hood Style 1 &2 
Set of 4 with copper clips cast. About Sibs. each. Set of 4, $155.00 
Miller Dunn Diving Hood Style 3, Front weight is about 7lbs, rear 
is 19. Set of 2 $120.00. Morse Shallow water weights Front and 
back cast into weights. About 18 lbs. each $120.00 
4-- Miller Diving helmet 200 Bronze $2,500.00 
5- D.E.S.C.O. Free flow and demand mask. New in the box. Commer-
cial free flow, list $435. Sale $260. Demand Regulator, list $520. 
Sale $330.00 
6- U.S.Navy Surplus Mk. 12 helmet. New baseplate installed and 
checked out by Morse Diving $2 100.00 
7- Ex Navy KMB 10, Mk. I mod o band mask. Rebuilt regulator new 
hood $750.00 
S- General Aquadine helmet $1200. Swindel helmet $900. 
9- Asthenic American Smoke helmet Leather. Name tag reads; The 
Bader, Pat. July 28 1891 S.N.364 MFG. by the Vajen Bader co. 
Indianapolis Ind. $1500.00 
10--- DESC 0 Mk 5 Mint condition. Mfg. 1980$4200.00 
11- DESCO Mk 5 Gas helmet hardly used $7500.00 
12- Schrader Mk 5 1944 $5500.00 
13-- Craftweld Commercial helmet. Worked hard, however less then 
150 ever made. $3200.00 
14-- Faithful copy of early Dean helmet. Copper and brass with leaded 
breast plate. $1500.00 
15-Early Morse tube top Non matching numbers Needs T.L.C. $3500.00 
Also available for sale but not shown: 
U.S. Navy Mk 12 backpack regenerator. New $8000.00, now $1500.00 
U.S. Navy Mk 12 nylon coveralls sizes I thru 4 $100. to $150. 
U.S.Navy Mk 12 Dry suits. D.U.I. Sizes I thru. 4$100. to $175. 
U.S.Navy Mk 12 air hose. 100ft. lengths Same fittings as Mk 5 $125. 
per length. 
Schrader box pump. M.C. & Scott name tag. $4500.00 
All items are offered as collectibles, and not deemed divable. 
Contact Historical Society Member Ray Mathieson 301-464-8852 
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Diving History from the Files 
of E.R. Cross. 
Divers Aided 
by Aqua Lung 
"Skin divers" along Southern California's coast aren't 
coming up for air so often these days. 
It's because they're wearing an aqua-lung diving ap-
paratus which allows swimmers to remain underwater for 
nearly an hour at a time. 
The new diving equipment developed on the French 
Riviera, consists of a compressed air cylinder strapped to 
the swimmer's back and a connecting rubber hose to his 
mouth. 
Supplemental equipment includes an air tight mask 
over the diver's nose and eyes and rubber fins on his feet. 
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Dive Commercial 
International 
I.o• angelt• examiner 
Sunday October 30, 1949 
'BREATHER' - Jean Bendix, Santa Monica swimmer, 
tries out the new aqua lung apparatus. Rene of Westwood 
aids her in putting the lead chain around her waist. 
Your Source for 
Professional Diving Equipment 
and 
a proud sponsor of 
HISTORICAL DIVER 
3400 16th Ave West 
Seattle, WA 98109 
206.784.5050 
dci@ wolfenet.com 
www.divecommerical.com 
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Diving History Publications and Videos 
California residents add 7.50% sales tax. Contact the HDS-
USA office for overseas postal rates. For fuller descrip-
tions go www.hds.org 
Diving History and Commercial Diving 
20,000 Jobs Under the Sea, by Torrance Parker. The clas-
sic book in the field. Covers the history of commercial 
helmet diving in America. Superbly written, researched 
and illustrated. "An instant classic. An essential book for 
any diving library." The author was a Founding Director 
of HDS-USA. Reviewed in HDM #13. 345 pages, b&w 
photos, hardbound in d.j. $87 plus $8 domestic p&p. 
The California Abalone Industry; A Pictorial History, 
by Scrap Lundy. The well researched history of this unique 
diving trade from the Asian immigrant divers of the late 
1800's through to modem times. Dozens of rare photos 
and a trail head for researchers of early oil-field diving 
history. Reviewed in HDM #10. 240 pages, 324 photo-
graphs. Softbound $40, plus $5 domestic p&p. 
The Infernal Diver, by John Bevan. The definitive work 
on the invention and development of the diving helmet 
and dress, told through the lives of the inventors John and 
Charles Deane. Reviewed in HDM # 11. 314 pages 185 
figures, 24 color plates, indexed. Hardbound in d.j. $110 
plus $8 p&p 
E.R. Cross. Interview with a Master Diver video. Are-
flection on a 60+ year diving career of one of the most 
important divers of the 20th century. Cross operated the 
world's first commercial diving school, designed and 
manufactured Americas first single hose demand scuba 
system, witnessed the birth of recreational diving and help 
form the HDS-USA. Topics include the U.S. Navy, the 
Normandie, Sparling School, diver education, technical 
developments and more. Includes footage from Sparling 
School and numerous early diving photos. Filmed in 1995 
-6 by Sidney J. Macken. Color VHS, 45 minutes. $20 plus 
$4 domestic p&p. 
Swirling Dark Water. A Century of Diving in Oregon 
video. The story of diving in Oregon using images of hard 
hat divers from the 1800's through to the advent of recre-
ational diving. Great period footage and interviews with 
pioneer divers. A remarkable piece of historical research 
backed up with unique images. Produced by HDS-USA 
E.R. Cross Award winner Sidney J. Macken. Color and 
b&w, VHS, 45 minutes. $25, plus $4 domestic p&p. 
The History of Hyperbaric Chambers, by Gerhard 
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Haux. The author carefully describes over 100 chambers 
and records the technical highlights dating back over 350 
years. An excellent book packed with detailed informa-
tion and history. Softbound, pages, photos. $15 plus $5 
domestic p&p. 
A Pictorial History of Diving, edited by Bachrach, 
Desiderati and Matzen. A pictorial overview of equipment 
from ancient times to modern day. The photographs are 
accompanied by explanatory text and illustrate the devel-
opmental history of diving. 158 pages in color. Hardbound. 
$97, plus $6 domestic p&p 
Deep Water Man, by T.D. Vinette. Written by a retired 
USN Master diver, the book covers his career as a com-
mercial and military diver from 1934. Several commer-
cial jobs are described as well as WWII USN work and 
there are numerous photos. 127 pages, b&w photos, dia-
grams, maps. Softbound, $17 plus $4 domestic p&p. 
1775-1995. The History of American Deep Submers-
ible Operations, by Will Forman. A detailed history of 
some amazing underwater machines. "Will Forman's pro-
fessional involvement with the oceans virtually spans the 
contemporary history of man's exploration and use ofthe 
deep ocean."-Don Walsh. 312 pages, color and b&w pho-
tos, bibliography. Softbound, $40, plus $4 domestic p&p 
Diving Industry Awards Ceremony 2000 video. Edited 
edition of the full ceremony with video overview of each 
recipient's career, presentation, and acceptance speech. 
Featuring E.R. Cross, Albert Falco, James Cameron, Andre 
Galerne, Phil Nuytten, Bob Hollis, Cathy Church, Gordy 
Shearer, Richard Grigg, Jim Stewart for Andy Rechnitzer, 
Bob Ramsay and Jean-Michel Cousteau. Includes "Miss-
ing Awards" video. Color VHS, 90 minutes. $20, plus $4 
domestic p&p. 
The Salvage of The Century, by Rick Wharton. A team 
of sat. divers recover 5.5 tons of gold from HMS Edinburgh 
in 840 feet of water. The story of the deepest and most 
famous salvage ever carried out by divers by one of the 
DEEP DIVING AND SUBMARINE 
OPERATIONS 
Published in a two volume set bound in reflex blue 
embossed covers with matching dust jackets. Both 
volumes come in a reflex blue presentation slip case. 
712 pages over 650 photographs, line drawings and 
illustrations. Limited edition of 1500 copies. Each set 
individually numbered. 
Price $150.00 p.p. $15.00. CA residents add 7.50% 
sales tax. 
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divers who organized and led it. 198 pages, color and b&w 
photos, charts, maps, diagrams. Hardbound, $40, plus $5 
domestic p&p. 
The Man Who Bought a Navy, by Gerald Bowman. The 
amazing story of Ernest Cox who bought the sunken Ger-
man Fleet at the bottom of Scapa Flow, as experts stated 
that their salvage was nearly impossible. Cox raised SIX 
vessels in 14 days and recovered the biggest ship every 
salvaged in history. One of diving's most unique stories 
illustrated with on-site photos of the sunken navy. 249 
pages, b&w photos. Hardbound, $35, plus $5 domestic 
p&p. 
Niagara's Gold, by Jeff Maynard. The true story of how 
eight tons of gold was salvaged from 400 feet beneath a 
German minefield during WWII. One of the greatest sal-
vage feats in history. Reviewed in HOM #8, with further 
contributions in HOM #10. 160 pages plus 8 pages of 
B&W photos. $20 plus $4 domestic p&p. 
History Channel. Scuba and Deep Sea Diving video. 
Part of the Modem Marvels series featuring rare histori-
cal footage from the Williamsons, Hans Hass, Le Prieur, 
Lambertsen, USN Mark V's, and interviews with numer-
ous HDS-USA members. Color and historical b&w, VHS, 
50 minutes. $20, plus $4 domestic p&p. 
Niagara's Gold, by Jeff Maynard. The true story of how 
eight tons of gold was salvaged from 400 feet beneath a 
German minefield during WWII. One of the greatest sal-
vage feats in history. Reviewed in HOM #8, with further 
contributions in HOM #10. 160 pages plus 8 pages of 
B&W photos. $20 plus $3 domestic p&p 
Salvage of the U.S.S. Squalus. Produced by the Navy 
Department. The 1939 story of how 33 men were rescued 
from the sunken submarine, and the salvage operations to 
raise the sub. Fantastic footage of Mk V divers, the 
McCann rescue chamber and the raising of the sub. B&W, 
VHS, $20 plus $3 domestic p&p. 
Back from the Deep (Squalus) by Carl Lavo. The Squalus 
sunk during a test dive in 1939 and is a milestone in USN 
diving operations. The Sculpin played a role in the his-
toric rescue operations. The salvaged hull of the Squalus 
was re-launched as the Sailfish. The amazing fate of both 
submarines and their crews are intertwined in this remark-
able book. 256 pages, 26 photos, bibliography, index. Soft 
bound, $16 plus $4 domestic p&p 
1948 USN Salvage Diving Manual, Navy Yard Bayonne, 
New Jersey, USA. 
Full of techniques and equipment, some from the School 
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at Pier 88 in New York. Numerous illustrations. Includes 
copies of photos, certificates etc. from the career of USN 
Diver Joseph Faiss. 403 pages. B&W photocopy. Velo 
bound, $25, plus $6 domestic p&p. 
Merritt-Chapman and Scott. The Black Horse of the Sea. 
A 1931 review of the history and operations of this fa-
mous American salvage company, including several com-
pany photos of diving. 6 pages and color cover in HOM 
Vol. 8, issue 3. $6 plus $3 domestic p&p. 
Military Diving 
USN Mark V Deep Sea Diving in WWII video. Produced 
by the Navy in 1944 there are two films on this video. The 
first is "The Diving Dress" which covers the components 
of the Mk V system. The second is "The Technique of 
Diving" which shows dressing in and operation. Both films 
contain excellent underwater scenes as well as close-ups 
detailing various pieces of the Mk V apparatus. B&W, 
VHS. $20, plus $3 domestic p&p. 
line of books for the diver 
PUlJUCatli[)DS on just diving 
a sample of the many 
we have available 
• Underwater Photography 
• Underwater Inspection 
• Underwater Welding 
• Salvage Techniques 
• Diving Physiology 
• Mixed Gas Diving 
• Diving Medicine 
• Decompression 
• Nitrox Diving 
• Diving Safety 
For more infor-
mation on these or 
other Best books, call for a 
free catalog 
68-1055 
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May 18-20, 2001 June 9-10,2001 
Lauderdale-by-the-Sea, Florida 
Booths, beach and boat diving on 
coral reefs, Technical diving pro-
gram, repair clinics and over 
$25,000 in prizes and raffles. 
www.oceanfest.com 
phone 954-462-3400 
Produced by Neal Watson's Undersea Adventures, Inc. 
AstoArena Complex 
Houston, Texas 
with HDS Booth 
Phone 713-433-4761 
www.seaspace.org 
MEN OF HONOR 
All These items for sale were rented to 20TH Century Fox for the filming of 
MEN OF HONOR 
4 Battle lanterns @$50 each 
2 Burning shields Mk 5 $60. & 80.00 
6 Pairs of Schrader cuff expanders, Old stock 1952 or older $140.00 pair 
2 Pairs MkV chafing gear $75.00pair 
4 sets of Schrader cuff rings and clamps. 3 sets like new $140.00 set 
4 WWII Navy divers radios $500.00 
5 MkV light shoes canvas and brass $300.00 pair 
4 pairs MkV 3 finger mitts $185.00 
6 tee wrenches for breast plate nuts $75.00 
I Mk V divers stage $450.00 
1 MkV Weight belt. Some weights made of wood by prop dept. for helium scene $320.00 
1 MkVWt. belt has all weights, fair condition. $270.00 
1 MkV belt poor condition $230.00 
2 Navy shallow belts. Used in rescue scene $250.00 
Mk 5 suits quantity 5, commercial suits quantity 1. Priced $185.00 to 230.00 
A letter of authenticity will be supplied for all above items for $10.00 
Navy Diver scripts available157 pages $45.00. Name later changed to Men Of Honor 
Contact Historical Diving Society Member Ray Mathieson 
For further information and sales (301) 464-8852 
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\V\\'\V.HDS.ORG 
b\ Russell Potocki. \\eb master 
This the first of my quarterly web site columns which will inform mem-
bers of updates, changes and additions to the site. During the last quarter, 
there has been quite a bit of change to the HDS-USA web site. Hopefully, no 
one noticed that we actually moved the entire site to a new web hosting com-
pany. This move was designed to put us on the most efficient type of server 
and also allow unlimited growth opportunity. We have posted photos from 
the Antibes Film Festival which include some interesting pieces of equip-
ment as well as some famous divers. Some photos are included in this issue 
of Historical Diver but we have more on the site and they are in color. 
The Back Issues section has been completely brought up to date and for 
the last year forward will be broken down by page number, so if you are 
looking for that certain article in the last year you should be able to find the 
location with ease. 
Yes, it is true that the winners of our last Raffle have been posted (No, I 
am not among them. Maybe this year.) 
Starting with this issue of HDM we are posting further information for 
the Scuba Workshop articles by Kent Rockwell. This is going to be some Circa 1950's post card 
very in-depth and informative material. We have also posted more of Leslie 
Jacobs' great interview with Kenny Knott. These are the first of the expanded articles from HDM and we have only 
begun to scratch the surface of information and services we will be providing you as time marches on. The HDS-USA 
site has fantastic potential for growth, and with your help we can build the finest Historical Diving web site ever. 
Please contact me if you have any comments, questions or suggestions for the web site. Email: russgop@swbell.net 
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Morse Diving 
Since 1837 
Telephone: 781-871-7772 or 781-871-7764 
Toll-Free: 1-877-87-MORSE (66773) 
Fax: 781-871-9395 
www.morsediving.com- Email: morse@cbannell.com 
199 Weymouth St., Rockland, Mass 02370 
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SCUBA AMERICA 
Volume One 
The Human History of Sport Diving 
by Zale Parry and Albert Tillman 
A comprehensive survey 
of the people and events 
that shaped the history of 
recreational scuba div-
ing. Take from over one 
thousand in-depth inter-
views researched over 
three decades. Written by 
two pioneers who have 
been professionally in-
volved in the sport since 
its inception. This limited 
edition first volume will 
be followed by other vol-
umes over the next two 
years. 504 pages, b&w 
photos, 9" x 12" hard-
bound. $49.95 plus $6 domestic p&p. Contact HDS of-
fice for overseas shipping. CA residents add 7.5% sales tax 
Long Beach 
SCUBA SHOW 2001 
THE Diving Event of the Year 
June 2 & 3, 2001 
Long Beach Convention Center 
Long Beach, California 
Seminars-Exhibits-Film Festival-Party 
310-792-2333 Fax 310-792-2336 
www.saintbrendan.com 
SCUBA TECHNOLOGIES INC. 
Manufacturers of world class 
Underwater Breathing Apparatus 
is a proud sponsor of 
this issue of 
Historical Diver Magazine 
922 Hurricane Shoals Road 
Lawrenceville, GA 30043 
(707) 962-2552 
(888) lSI-SAFE 
FAX (707) 963-2797 
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I I 
NAUf["JEK I STANDARD DIVING I EQUIPMENT I 
Van Polanenpark 182 
2241 R W Wassenaar 
TEL: 011 31 70 51147 40 
FAX: 011 31 70 51 783 96 
www.nautiekdiving.nl 
EDWARDS AND SON 
LIMITED EDITION 
COMMEMORATIVE 
SPONGE DIVER'S KNIFE 
QUANTITY LIMITED TO 50 KNIVES 
INDIVIDUALLY NUMBERED 
BEAUTIFULLY HANDCRAFTED 
AUTHENTIC DESIGN 
ENGRAVED STAINLESS STEEL BLADE 
COPPER AND BRASS CASE 
MAHOGANY HANDLE 
$329 PLUS $10 SHIPPING IN USA 
CHECKS TO: B. EDWARDS 
292 WOODCREST COURT 
MANCHESTER, NH 03109, USA 
603-668-0863/sooznh96@aol.com 
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IN MEMORY 
Dwight "Bud" P. Swain 
1921-2001 
The golden era of the 
commercial diving trade 
lost another of its top divers 
with the passing of Bud 
Swain. He was born in 
Crescent, Oklahoma. At 
age four his family moved 
to Orland, California where 
he spent his boyhood. His 
passion and love of the out-
doors evolved early so when 
not attending school he 
roamed the California 
Sierra's to fish, hunt, and 
camp. Until failing health 
and his subsequent death, 
fly fishing for trout and annual deer hunts remained 
an important part of his life. 
Soon after America's entry into World War II, Bud 
joined with the 8th Air Force, making bombing runs 
over Germany as a ball turret gunner in B-17's. While 
on a bombing mission he was forced to parachute into 
enemy occupied territory when his plane was shot 
down. He landed with a severely injured leg and the 
partisan underground hid him from the Germans. 
Walking under the cover of darkness for nearly two 
weeks, and with the partisans help,he managed to cross 
the Alps to the safety of an American base. 
After the war Bud and Ielean Flynn were mar-
ried. They bought a salmon trawler and began work-
ing out of Fort Bragg, Californian. As a team, they 
fished commercially for salmon and crab with their 
boat Papoose between Pt. Arena and Cape Mendocino. 
Eventually they worked southern waters in Mexico to 
fish albacore, then moved to Santa Barbara, Califor-
nia in 1952,. There Bud tended abalone diver Jack 
Warner to learn the business of fishery diving. After 
a short apprenticeship, he rigged his own boat and 
dove for abalone offthe nearby Channel Islands, sell-
ing his catch to Dutch Pierce, who had a shop on the 
end of Santa Barbara's Stem's Wharf. 
In 1956, after the state began leasing offshore 
lands for drilling, several mobile floating drilling rigs 
began operating out of Santa Barbara. Bud soon 
switched from fishery diving to commercial diving 
which required making air dives to depths of 220 feet 
or more. Few divers can work effectively on straight 
air at these depths, and many otherwise experienced 
commercial divers were unable to work early offshore 
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oil because of problems 
with nitrogen narcosis. 
Bud, however, had an ex-
ceptional tolerance to nar-
cosis. He became a part of 
a small, but elite group of 
"deep-water air divers." 
Shortly after the oil 
industry's introduction to 
mixed gas diving by Dan 
Wilson in 1962, Bud joined 
with Murray Black, Walt 
Thompson, Gene Magus, 
and Barney Clancy to 
found Divcon and further 
the development of mixed 
gas diving. After leaving Divcon, Bud again worked 
as an independent - diving on jobs in Alaska, the 
North Sea, and Gulf of Mexico. In 1965 Bud founded 
Universal Divers, which he operated for several years. 
Bud was also involved with construction and sal-
vage diving. Noteworthy projects would include work 
in 1957 to construct a 125-foot deep launching pad 
for the initial testing and deployment of a Polaris Mis-
sile offshore San Clemente Island, then a second test 
pad built in over 250-feet of water in 1961. Construc-
tion of California's Orange County No.2 Ocean Out-
fall began in 1969, a two-year project that Bud dove 
on - it comprised the installation of 12-foot diam-
eter RCP pipe sections laid in a trench and along the 
sea bed for more than five miles to a terminal depth of 
215 feet. In 1972, he helped salvage the 646-foot M/ 
V DoRDRECHT off the coast of central America. He 
worked another big salvage job in 1976, diving on the 
810-foot tanker SS SANSINENAin the LosAnge1es Har-
bor. Through 1978 - 1981 he dove at southern 
California's San Onofre Nuclear Generating Plant 
during the installation of the station's 20-foot diam-
eter intake & discharge circulating water lines and riser 
structures. 
Ielean died in the 1980s, and there are no rela-
tives that survive Bud. He left, however, many friends 
and co-workers who respect and admire him for the 
fine man he was. All of us who worked with Bud will 
miss his good fellowship, integrity, modesty, and fun-
loving spirit. If there is a Diver's Valhalla- Bud is 
there alongside a beautiful stream casting a dry fly 
over rising trout. Tight lines old buddy! May you 
rest in peace. 
Torrance Parker/Ha 
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CLASSIFIED Classified Rates: MEMBERS: 25 cents per word, 
$2.50 minimum. NONMEMBERS: $35.00 per col-
umn inch, minimum $35.00 Payment must be made with order. Advertising copy 
should be sent to: HD Classified, 2022 Cliff Dr #405, Santa Barbara, CA 93109-
1506 Deadline for Advertisements in the Spring HD is May 1, 2001. 
MOA V: Heavy Gear Group Forming, Southeast Texas Charter Mem-
berships now available. Visit our website www.moav.net. 
CLASSIC HELMET DIVING CLASSES. Weekend classes. For start-
ing dates call 650-520-7685 Capt. Ace Parnell. 
KOREAN HELMETS, Pre World War II. Three light, 12- bolt, with 
manufacturer's plates. Photos, prices, descriptions on request. Jim 
Shuttleworth, e-mail: jinipinxit@aol.com, PO BOX 93575, Industry, 
CA 91715-3575, (909) 595-6655. 
OLD ABALONE BOXES "Brebes" Circa 1960's Great Diving Collect-
ible $5 Ea. + Postage. Email for Pics.gmd I @thegrid.net or (805) 461-
3500 
CHINESE 3-BOLT Diving Helmet Beautiful, Never Used, MINT Cond. 
$950.00 E-mail for Pies gmd I @thegrid.net or (805) 461-3500** Will Ship. 
OFFERED: some genuine pre and post war Russian diving manuals, and 
some interesting school instruction posters showing hard hat divers and 
equipment. Complete used and new 3 and 12 bolt equipments. Suits, boots, 
weights, knives, spares etc. Also some new rebreathers; boxed with tools 
and spares. Call David 0031229202043 or fax 0031229202143. E-mail: 
da vidsimport@ zonnet.nl 
WANTED: small A.Siebe pump wheel; can exchange for large A.Siebe 
pump wheel or set of early Siebe Gorman & Co wheels. 
Call David 0031229202043 or fax 0031229202143. E-mail: 
davidsimport@ zonnet.nl 
AQUA BELL HELMETS- clear plastic dome with yellow plastic collar 
as advertised in Skin Diver magazine in the 70's. $150.00 each plus S/H. 
All in excellent condition (920)498-0555 or (920)738-7881 ask for Barry. 
RARE MM3 Morgan mask $1,500.00. Look at 
www.divingsystems.com under company history. William Harding 805-
682-4656 
WANTED Diving periodicals and information. http:// 
www.divingmags.com 
WANTED. HDS CANADA is trying to fill gaps in our museum collec-
tion and to also upgrade. We wish to acquire Snorkair, Brass Divair, 
Northill, Northill harness with marked shoulder straps, professional 
aquamatic(w/snorkel), pre-1953 'J' valves (teflon washer/side yoke mount), 
one piece DA hoses- black or blue, triple tank set and/or triple bridge, DA 
- NOS parts, 2 hose Watergill airlung, "Seahorse" aircraft regulator con-
version, pre-1950 French or Canadian two hose reg (Cousteau-Gagnan, or 
Gagnan), Dolphin gum front entry dry suit, Rose aviation pro Scuba tank 
and harness, Scott hydropak tank and harness, Fen john cameras, Draeger 
'Hass' rebreather, French pre-1950 triple bloc aluminum tanks and valves, 
Rebikoff/1 van off mask (or lens for Squale ), Calypso fake comms helmet, 
original Bradner wet suit, original Dive 'n Surf 'V' design in good shape 
(painted or plain), Long Tom speargun, Voit round pre-1950 mask, molds 
or tooling for any of the old fins, masks, snorkels, hoses, mouthpieces, 
etc. US Rubber zip entry 'frogman' suit, (also two piece and back entry), 
Kidd/Stubbs mechanical computer, Sea Hunt/Bridges memoribilia (hard-
ware), Hollywood movie dive gear, original hollywood u/w footage/out-
takes or masters, submersibles, parts, pre-1960 military dive gear, etc. 
Please contact P. Nuytten, Historical Diving Society - Canada 604-980-
6262 or nrl@direct.ca. Please indicate object description, condition, price. 
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Harbour 
Supplies 
Constantly changing inven-
tory of original helmets, Siebe 
6 and 12 bolts, USN, Russian, 
Korean, Chinese, some very 
old hats. 
Rapidly diminishing stock of 
pumps, mostly Siebe, 1850? Tyler. 
Also suits, boots, knives, radios, spares, etc. 
Good stock of twin hose regulators for trade 8x 
Heinke Mk 5, 6 x Heinke Mk 3. 
Fax or Phone for complete list 
Adam 
Taunton House,Taunton Road 
Swanage, Dorset BH19 2BY England 
Phone/Fax 011-44-1929-4285032 
Phone 011-44-1929-425440 
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Historical Diving Society USA Membership Application 
Annual Membership Information 
SPONSOR NAME (PLEASE PRINT): SPONSOR's MEMBER NuMBER: 
Class of Membership: 
D Founding Benefactor (Lifetime Membership) . $1000.00 D Family (Domestic USA Only) ................ $45.00 
D Corporate ............................................................ $100.00 D Individual (Domestic USA Only) ........... $35.00 
D Diving Clubs ........................................................ $50.00 D Student (Domestic USA Only) ............... $25.00 
D Institutional (Colleges and Schools) .................... $50.00 D Mexico and Canada ................................ $45.00 
D Dive Stores ........................................................... $50.00 D Overseas ................................................. $50.00 
Brief description of your interest in diving. Maximum of 24 words (optional): 
I I 
I wish my name, address, phone number and above details to be entered in the member register. DYes DNo 
Signed: .......................................................................................................... Date: ........................................ 
Please complete for Membership and/or Merchandise - Please Print Clearly or Type 
Name: Member No. 
Address: 
City: State: Postal Code: Country 
Telephone: Fax: e-mail 
Order and Payment Information 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY SIZE COLOR PRICE 
EACH 
TOTAL 
Method of payment: Subtotal 
D Cash 0Check (enclosed) DMO CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
Credit Card: D D D Total shipping (see item description) 
Card NO: 
Total enclosed 
(U.S. FUNDS ONLY, PLEASE} 
Exp. Date: Please photocopy this form. 
MAIL ORDER TO: Name on Card (Please Print) HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIETY ORDERS 
Signature 
340 S Kellogg Ave Ste E 
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93117 U.S.A. 
OR FAX WITH CREDIT CARD DETAILS TO: 
Phone Number in case there are problems 805-692-0042 
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for deliverv. 
~DAN. 
IIIIPI IIIPt lltWIPl 
YuP 1111 Satur lueclatlu 
www.Divlna:Syttflnl.eom 
a1 Santa Barbara 
~ Maritime Museum 
Morse biving 
Since 1837 
Jean - Michel Cousteau - K e lko 
Inventing The Freedom Of Diving 
SCUBA 
TECHNOLOGIES 
INCORPORATED 
Since 1937 
Dive Conmercial 
International 
MAR-VEL 
